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W. T. STEAD, EYE -WITNESS, WRITES OF

ROCKEFELLER
IS HIDING OUT

THE INSURANCE

May Continue

Power Transferred Back to the Natives by Russia

imitations

In Suit of

NOW CONVENED

its Task Senate

After the Legislature
Shall Assemble.

Without a Blow Being Struck-T- he
Patriots
and the Genial Dictator Who Was Ready

MISSOURI VS. STANDARD OIL

CONGRESS HAS

INVESTIGATION

FINLAND'S MIRACULOUS REVOLUTION

He and His Men Evade
Service

NUMBER 301

FEDERAL

DISTRICT

After

Roll Call

Adjourns in Respect
to Memory of

JUDGE THE LATE

PUTT

SENATOR

to Pack His Trunk and Go.
Case is Compelled to Go Over
Fourth.
OF

SUIT

CHARACTER OF SUITS
WHICH WERE BROUGHT.
New York, Dec. 4.
The hearing In
the great legal fight' of the State of
Missouri against the Standard Oil
company, which was transferred to
this city, will be fought by one of
the most remarkable arrays of legal
talent on each side. The hearing takes
place before Frederick H. Sanborn,
who was appointed commissioner to
take testimony by Governor Folk of
Missouri, and the subpoenas were Issued by Justice Fitzgerald of the Supreme Court. Whatever the final outcome of the suit may be, it Is a matter
of national importance, and is attracting the attention of the whole country.
The charge against the Standard Oil
company is that it formed an agreement with the Republic and Waters-fierc- e
companies, said, to be brandies
of the Standard Oil company, but pretending to be separate and distinct corporations, to control the price and output of oil in the state of Missouri.
There are really two- - sulfa, "though
both are based upon the same' facts.
The first, which was Instituted In the
Missouri Supreme Court, declares that
by reason of the pooling the three
companies have fofeited the right to
their charter, and should no longer be
allowed to do business In the state.
The other suit was started' In the
circuit court of Jackson county, and
demands that the parties to the alleged pool be prevented, from carrying
out their alleged unlawful agreement.
How it Will Differ.
Hearing of witnesses
will be
held in the office of Henry Wollman,
at No. 74. Broadway. As Is the custom in such proceedings, the
will not pass upon the objections of counsel. Witnesses will be
asked to answer every question and
the objections offered will merely go
into the record, to be passed upon
by the court before which the real
trial will take place. When a witness
declines to answer, pleading that in
so doing he would Incriminate himself,
the matter will have to be referred to
the court. In this way some highly Interesting and important information
regarding the workings of the Standard Oil trust will probably go Into the
records.
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CHARGED

By W. T. Sted,
Editor "The Review of Reviews."

Written Especially for The Evening
Citizen.
Never was there a more ideal revolution than that which has just been
accomplished in Finland. Perfect as
a whole, It was complete in all its
parts. It began and ended in a week.
All the power was transferred without
a blow. It is difficult to say frbich
side won the brighter laurel, the Rus

UNABLE TO REACH BODIES
MINERS.
OF DIAMONDVILLE
Cheyenne, Wyo., Dec. 4. A special
from Diamondvllle says 'a new difficulty has presented itself in reaching the miners buried in mine No. 1,
by Saturday's explosion, by the flooding of the lower levels with water,
which the pumps cannot keep down.

height of the situation.
The
railway strike became a universal national strike and developed
into a national revolution.
All Helsingfors
precipitated
itself
Into the streets. The schools were
closed and the Russian and Finnish
scholar
marched hand Ma
hand
through the town, and then, assembling around the statue of Alexander
II in the senate, tang Russian, Swedish and Finnish national songs. The
air became electric. The Russian police force Joined the strike and marched to the. iiemonstration In the square.
Still more wonderful, the Russian
troops, some 3,000, sent word by an
officer that their rifles should never go
off against the people. The Finnish
flag wag hoisted, the, Finnish national
anthem was chanted In
Demands Upon Czar.
After much patriotic oratory the
people of Helsingfors decided that the
packed senate must be replaced
The diet must be summoned.
The Russian gendarmes must be summarily sent back to Russia. All the
A FESTIVE REVOLUTION.
Bobrikoffcki must disappear. A delegation, with all the population of Helsingfors at its heels, streamed down which he Inspired that the revolution- from the cathedral while the artillery
Everywhere perthe esplanade to the residence of the ists acqulesed. The prince then sum- thundered salutes.
dictator. They found bim at nome, moned to his council the old exiles fect order and mutual respect reigned
quite unguarded, as pleased to receive of Bobrikoff and asked tbem to draw supreme. The dictator and the revothem as if they were friends come to up the draft of a manifesto to be sub- lution had fraternized and all went
take afternoon tea. The senators mitted to the emperor ratifying and merry as a marriage bell.
bo the manifesto was signed in due
were in session in his house. "We legalizing all the achievements of the
demand your resignations," exclaimed revolution. Further, he submitted to form. Finland burst into rejoicings.
the delegates. "We resign," meekly them his owu draft of his letter The diet Is to be summoned and it is
answered the senators, and twenty strongly recommending the emperor understood that It will by authority
honorable gentlemen saw annual sal- to sign the manifesto. Nothing could veBted in it under the constitution
aries of 14.000 disappear with stoical have been more splendidly constitu- delegate its re visionary powers to a
fortitude. But he relentless populace tional. And as the result proved noth- constituent assembly elected by universal suffrage. The whole of the
would not accept anything short ot ing could be more successful.
Tne revolutionists told off a posse Bobrikoff regime has been finally anthe senators appearing on the balcony
and hearing the resignations
from of twenty special constables to act arf nihilated and Finland is content.
their own mouths. That little cere guard of honor to the governor, who While tramping about Helsingfors
mony over, the delegates returned to; trusted himself absolutely to their pro- - In the darkness and the wet I got cold
- in my
i ne prince.
knee Joints which has temporThey read him the list of ;te('tlon- - B,lt whm the
Miinu 10 ne ceieoraieu,
tne arily made me a little lame. That
mcir
ending witn tne re
quest ror his resignation, and the prince mustered out all his troops and limp is mine It is the only casualty
substitution of the Finnish for the rode with great military parade to and ' of this most Ideal of revolutions
Russian flag on the roof of his palace. "Gentlemen," replied the prince,
"I shall transmit all your demands to
the emperor, and until I receive his
MOODY MAKES
Instructions, you must wait."
No RloU; No Blows.
1
HIS
6o it was arranged that, pending
ANNUAL
imperial
the
reply, the whole duty of
uollcelng the town should be undertaken by the revolutionary authorities. The prince kept the troops and Unanswerable
Argument Favoring Government
Cossacks out of sight. An old police
mater, dismissed by Bobrrikoff was
Control
Railway Rates,
appointed to raise a force of special
Remedy For
constables. Perfect order was maintained. The secret of that was not
Violation
Discrimination Laws.
far to seek. At the beginning of the
strike all drinking saloons were
closed.
.Washington, Dec. 4. The annual tion, a speedy remedy, with few deDiscounting a Coup.
Next day Prince Obolenski brought report of Attorney General Moody, lays and no embarrassing constituhis batteries of artillery into the made public today, contains 57 pages tional question's, would be available.
town. He wanted them to fire salutes of printed matter, about 200 pages less Such a remedy would not only be
on the emperor's accession day. He than usual size, because In conformity speedy, but its very existence would
also wanted them, in case of need, with general desire to reduce printing, act as a powerful restraint upon all
for the protection of property.
It the attorney general omitted reports discrimination between shippers. Tiro
speaks volumes for the confidence to him and considered only matters fear by the carrier of injunctions and
by law or on which congress criminal prosecutions would be slight
, required
In comparison with the fear
that
should be Informed.
The report Is full of Interesting whenever It was discovered that one
shipper had been given a lower rate
EARLY BIRD IS
matier out is especially strong in ref- than
his fellows the same rate might
erence to congressional control of
railway freight rates. Mr. Moody be by law at ouce extended to all.
EARLY AT WORK recommends that the Elkins act be
LEG WAS AMPUTATED
amended. Offenses against it are now
punishable only by tine.
He would
.
impiisouuieuv aauea as auerna- C. Garcia, a well known native
Uelegate Andrews Sworn in 'twe penalty, m connection with this whoR. Injured
his knee some time ago,
says:
ne
subject
to an operation at the hosRebates, discriminations, and de- submitted
From New Mexico With
pital
morning when the man's
partures from published rales are se- right this
leg was amputated ubove the
usually
to
cr
only
known
mo,
cret
Other Delegates.
knee. vMr. Garcia is doing as well as
suipperH concerned and officials of could be expected.
be
can
railroad,
ordinarily
the
and
proved only by confession of some one
HAS
MAIL
ROUTE
ADVERTISED of the persons
Implicated lu the
;

Mi

C'
W. T. STEAD.

sians who ceded, or the Finlanders,
who eized supreme, authority.
i ne nigiit before the overturn. I
dined with Prince Obolenski, the gov
ernor general or tne grand duchy of
Finland. None of us had any idea as
we sat at the table of the storm which
was to burst next day. ' That the old
autocratic system introduced by Gen
eral Bobrikoff six years ago was doom
ed no one admitted more frankly than
my host He was a dictator who was
appointed to bury the dictatorshln de
cently. He had been engaged fifteen
months in digging its grave.
The
funeral of the Bobrikoff regime was
precipitated by the proclamation of
the Russan constitution that vrv
night. And no one shed fewer tears
among its mourners than Prince Obo
lenski.
It Just Happened.
The Finnish revolution, like nearly
everything else that has happened in
Russia, came of itself, without organ
ization. Everything was Improvised.
Until Monday there had been no strike
in Finland. The Finns objected to be
Russified, even in the matter of the
strikes. But persuasive delegations
overcame their scruples, and on Monday they declared a sympathetic strike
which was only to last three days.
It was not expected that it would affect national politics one wav or an- other, but at midnight on Monday
upon the proclamation of the Russian
constitution, Finland
rose to the

PORTS ARE MADE
One by Ginners

Association

and One by the

Gov-

ernment.
COTTON

MAKES

BIG PRICfc JUMP

IMPORTANT

of

Special to The Citizen.
Washington, D. C, Dec. 4.
W. H. Andrews of New .Mexico.
Mark Smith of Arizona, ami the
other (relegates were sworn in today. Large New Mexico and El
Paso delegations were In the gallery. Ielegate Andrews had the
Roswell-Torrancmall route advertised, beginning December 0.
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delegate.

RELIEF OF PANAMA

CANAL

'

g.

!'

a-

ut.-

.

complete organisation will be necea-t- .
sary.1 This includes the election of a
speaker and other officers and the
drawing of seats by the members.
The first session. of the Fifty-nintcongress rnas been looked forward to
as one likely to be of more tuun ordinary and will be eventful. Among
the matters to be urged on the attention of congress Is the question ot
railroad rate legislation: the question '
of protecting the interests of policy-,- ,
holders in insurance' companies; the
matter of statehood for the remaining
territories; the construction of th
Panama canal; immigration and treat- - .
ment of Chinese under the present exclusion law; raising a revenue against
a possible deficit; control of corporations engaged in interstate business;
the corrupt use of money at elections;
the Philippine islands and Santo Domingo and other western republics;
tariff questions and commercial competition with Germany, as well as tn
usual diversified subjects which
departments anexecutive
nually present to congress.
h

8AY8 HI8 COURT HAS NO
JURISDICTION IN CASE.
Kansas City, Mo., Dec. 4. Judge
John F. Phillips., in the United States
distrjet court for the western district
of Missouri, today delivered an opinion holding that his court was without Jurisdiction in the cases brought
government,
here by the federal
charging the Missouri Pacific, Santa
Fe and other railways with giving rebates on shipments of salt In Kansas
and on coal in Colorado, and other
products In violation of the Elkins act.
The motion of the railways to quash
proceedings was granted.

s

A

NEIGHBORHOOD
SHOOTING AFFRAY

IS NOW
DOWN TO ITS WORK.
Washington, D. C
Dec. 4. The

FIFTY-NINT-

The denizens' of that district lying
between South ' Broadway and the
Santa Fe tracks on Silver avenue,
were startled at 3:30 o'clock this afternoon by; volley of shots In apld
succession. For some reason known
only to the participants, Captain William Sleight and H. W. Schulu, both
residents of the district, were using
guns on each other with poor effect.
Several shots were fired and neither
was injured. Witnesses to the shooting say that Schultz was passing the
house of Sleight, and seeing him in the
yard, he proceeded to unload his gun.
Sleight made a hurried entrance Into
his house to reappear with a gun, but
Schulti had ambled out of barm's way.
At 4 o'clock no arrests had been
made.

.

h
confirst session ot the
gress convened at 12 o'clock. Vic
President Fairbanks called the senate
to order while the house was called
by Clerk McDowell.
,
Sixty-eigh- t
' senators responded
to
roll call. With the barest necessary
routine business the senate adjourned at 12:20 o'clock as a mark of respect to the late Senator Piatt, of
Connecticut.
fifty-nint-

to-ord-

I

'

FIRST BILL INTRODUCED
18 FOR PANAMA CANAL.
Washington, D. C, Deo. 4. Representative Hepburn today Introduced
a bill to amend the Panama canal law
so as to facilitate the sale of bonds
and also appropriating 116.5000,000 to
be available
immediately for canal
NOTHING HAS BEEN
HEARD FROM RUS8IA. construction.
London, 8:25 p. m Dec. 4. No dispatches from St. Petersburg or else- LACY WANTS CHANGES
IN PRESENT LAND LAWS.
where In Russia, with the exception of
Washington, D. C, Dec. 4. Reprea brief message from Warsaw, arrived
sentative Iacy will introduce two bills
In London today.
during the present session of congress
Berlin Gets Some Nw.
for important changes in the land
Berlin, Dec. 4. A dispatch
from laws. One will provide for the repeal
Kleff says that at noon yesterday 2,000 of the timber and stone act and the
troops mutinied and are marching other will make It possible for purely
through
the streets. Rioting fol- agricultural land in the forest reserves
lowed and the causalties
on both to be acquired by settlers under homesides will reach seventy dead and 3t)0 stead laws.
wounded.

REPORT

TERRITORIAL

80ME APPOINTMENTS

HEALTH

BOARD

TO GO TO 8ENATE.
Washington,
4.
Dec.
President WILL MEET IN THE CITY TOMORRoosevelt has decided to appoint HarROW MORNING
MANY APPLIry J. Bone United States attorney for
CATIONS.
the district of Kansas, to succeed
John E. Dean, whose term will expire
The territorial boari of health will
December 17. He also will reappoint hold its
meeting in this,
Simpson
James S.
collector of Internal city tomorrow morning. The session
revenue for Kansas and Oklahoma. will convene at 9 o'clock at the ComFranklin Lane, of California, will bo mercial club's parlors.
semi-annu-

appointed

member of the interstate
The members are Dr. J. J. Shuler,
These ap- Raton; Dr. G. C. Bryan, Alamogordo;
toJ. H. Sloan, Santa Fe; Dr. W. D. Rad-clifthe senate
Belen; Dr. D. B. Black, Las Vegas, secretary; Dr. T. B. Hart, Raton,
vice president; Dr. (1. W. Harrison.
Albuquerque, president.
The board also sits as a quarantining and licensing body. About thirty
applications to practice medicine have
been received.

commerce- - commission.
pointments will go to

morrow.

f,

CONGRESS OF MAYORS FAVORING

REFORMS IN CITY GOVERNMENT

WOODMEN'S

The meet-- SPECIAL SESSION OF
Cleveland. O.. Dec. 4.
WISCONSIN LEGISLATURE.
of Mayors who are interested iu
The state
the reform movement of which Mayor! Madison. Wis., Dec. 4.
legislature cf Wiseoiioin met in special
Johnson, Mayor Denipsey of Cincin-- i scHKiou
today to consider the question
nati, Mayor Badger of Columbus, and In regard to the United Slat es
scnatoi Mayor Whlllock of Toledo, are such ship and a number of general matters
prompt
distinguished exponents, opened here which require
attention.
today. Among those present were, Among the questions to be considered
In this special session are the passage
besides a large number of mayors of a law under which the state canitol
from all parts of the state, Mayor which was burned alout two years ago
Dunee of Chicago, and Mayor Weaver may be rebuilt; the passage of a law
Railroad Rate
Mayor Johnson of to amend the
of Philadelphia.
Commission Bill; to provide for the
Cleveland welcomed the visiting
change In taxation of license fees of
and explained to them in a railroads, and to provide for their colter.--e fcpeecb, which was well received, lection; to change the primary eleclaw; to provide a form of ballot;
the primary objects of the meeting, tion
relating to iisiiways lu dams; relating
He called attention to the strong senti- to the erection of bridges; to amend
ment In favor of purity in politics, the act forming a (iraln Inspection
among the citizens of this state, and Commission, passed by the last legis-- j
said the time had come when some- lature; to provide funds, temporarily,
thing bud to be done to emancipate for the fniverslty; to enable laws,
com- the municipal!! leg from the yoke of against abuses of insurance
U)s rule. He advocated the forming panics, railroads ami other public serit is still- doubtful
of a league of the reform mayors of vice corporations,
Ohio for the purpose of starting an whether the governor Intends to re- Hsltion as governor or
energetic campaign against corruption Itsin his
i whether he will resign to
take the imi- and graft.
n! feit ion of I'nited States senator,
An effort will be made to form
Mayor Johnson, and plans will bo dis- has, so far, neither accepted nor
regarding the best method of signed, ft is expected that the
legislation that will enable ernor will seud a message this after-thorganization to put a top to
which will fully explain his
'

tnu-lnoo-

Mentions.

g

NEW OFFICERS

On Friday, December 1, 1905, Albuquerque camp No. i. Woodmen of the
World, elected the following officers
to serve during the year
C. A.
Hall, consul commander; J. Brennen,
D.
K. Pnillips,
advisor lieutenant;
clerk : P. A. Smith, banker; T. Brodell.
escort ; C. P. Fredericks, watchman;
. Hope and
P. V Huok, sentry; W.
K.
N.
Wilson,
physicians; K. W.
Moure, managor (three years); F. A.
Hopping, manager (two years); L. J
manager (one year). The
Maier,
above olticers will be installed on Friday evening, Jauua(y 4. litOti.

iiiK

corruption.

'

the greatest interest

attaches to the proceedings, because

nt

as

Oflicials of railroads have In gener- al terms assured tne of willingness to
aid the department In every way in
enforcing provisions ol law against
rebates, discriminations and departures from published rates, but have
declined to render the only assistance
that would be of slif;titst value,
namely, the furnlshiun ot evidence
proving the offense. It seems probable that direct payment of rebates
It
in money has largely diminished.
Is alleged to be true, and the evidence before this department, go far
as it goes, lends to support thu allegation, that, though clothed and disguised by various devices, the practice
preferential
of giving one thipper
treatment over another in like situation in substance still continues.
If power, upon complaint, to fix a
maximum rate and put it into effect
within a reasonable time, subject to
appeal to the courts, should be given
to some administrative body, a weapon
discriminatory
practices,
against
much more potent tha any now available, would be put into the hands of
Upon proof tjiat a
the government.
lower rate had been given to preferred
shippers, the body clothed with powr
to fix a maximum rate might well determine that the rate the railroad
could afford to glvo to the preferred
shipper it could afford to give to all
shippers In like situation. It would
le difficult for the currier to maintain that a rate actually charged
it was confiscatory or unjust.
In place, then of lotig drawn out
proceedings by petition in equity, with
for delays which
all opportunities
such proceedings afford, and or criminal prosecutions hampered by constitutional right of all concerned, to
be protected ag.ilnst

Washington, f. c Dec. 4, 10 a. m.
Congress will convene today at noon,
with the usual formalities. The session of the two bodies will be brief.
In the senate the new members will
be sworn In and routine work trans- acted Incident to the first day's ses-th- e
slon, after which an adjournment will
be taken out of respect of the memory
or the late Senator Piatt, of ConnecticIn the house

The senator said that it Is possible
that Postmaster Cortelyon and Cornelius N. Bliss may be called, but he
does not Bee any reason why they
should be. George D. Eldrldge,
and actuary of the Mutual
Reserve Iilfe Insurance company, was
the first witness before the committee
today.

of

The death of George Walters occurred at the St. Joseph's sanitarium
yesterday afternoon.
Mr. Walters
was alxiut forty years old and was well
known in Albuquerque where he has
resided for some years. He leaves a
mother, two
and two
at Sheperd, Michigan. At
MAJCR LLEWELLYN
the hospital shortly before his demise,
BIG JUMP IN FIRST
deceased made, through his attorney,
COTTON
SALE
PRICE.
NOW FAVORS JOINTURE
B. S. Rodey, his last will and testaYork,
New
Dec. 4. The first sale ment in which he bequeathed a small
after the issuance of the government piece of real estate and his personal
4 4 4
4
4 '4
4 4
report on cotton today, was made at effects to bis mother. Mr. Walters
4 "You nay say for me," said Ma- - 4 25
points higher than the price Just was a sufferer from consumption.
4 jor W. 1, II. Llewellyn, when
before
the announcement.
leaving
fr the north today, "that
4
INTERNATIONAL BROTHER4 w hile 1 h.ve been a long and ton-ADVANCE IN
SHARP
HOOD OF DECORATORS.
aistent ad ocate of separate state- - '4
NEW ORLEANS PRICES.
4 hood, anditlll believe in justice
Memphis. Teun., iH-4
Hundreds
New
4. Cotton jump
Dec.
Orleans,
4 New Vlexio should become a ep- - 4 ed 25 to 31 points on the reading of of delegates from all parts of th coun4 arate state that with the preal- p. m try are in attendance at the annual
the government report. At
governor
4 dent and the new
l
convention f the Inn rnatiomil
March was quoted at 12.31.
4 against us, believe joint state- of the Painters,
I)eior.lors
4 hood is the ily kind possible, 4
St. Louis Wool Market.
and 1'aperhaugers of Aineni a. which
4 and I bellevewe fehoulj accept 4
St. Louis, Mo., Dec. 4 Wool mar- opened lure today.
The convention
4 that form raer than remain
steady;
territory
ket
and western me will probably la.--t two weeks. About
4 diums, I'Ctfi 4nc; fine medium. 22'fi26c: 1.4i'0 locals are represented by nearly
4 longer a lerntry." Optic.

tttt!ttnnmt

ped.

ATTORNEY GENERAL

DEATH

F0

GIVING REBATES

New York, Dec. 4. Senator Armstrong, chairman of the legislative
life insurance committee, said today
that the committee hoped to finish its
investigation by December 31. but that
If it was not finished the fact that
the legislature convenes January 3 .
would not end
life of the com- mlttee, which could continue in existence until the legislature by Joint action ordered the investigation stop-

n

wrong-doin-

Washington, Dec. 4. The cotton
crop report issued today by the department of agriculture estimates the
crop at 10,167,818 bales of 600 pounds
gross weigut. 'l tie area picked is esThe rescuers have reuched the twelfth timated at 26.117.15:i acres, a reduclevel where seventeen of the bodies tion of 882.3H9 acres. It was officially
that the delay in the Isare imprisoned, but they have not yet announced
been able to reach the room where the suance of the report was caused by a
wlju divergence of the reports of
bodies are.
yields per acre, which caused a prolonged discussion.
THE TEXAS D. A. R.
MEET IN TEMPLE.
The annual REPORT BY NATIONAL
'icmple, Tex., Dec. 4.
GINNERS' ASSOCIATION.
conference of the State Branch of
Taughters ot' the American RevoluDallas, Tex., Dec 4. The report of
tion opened here today. Yesterday the National Ginners' association on
vening an Informal reception was this year's cotton crop was made pubaiven in honor of the members and lic today. The report gives D.tiUS.OOU
i bales as the season's yield.
Hi's forenoon the first business
President
was held. The attendance Is
J. A. Taylor issued a statement say
large and every chapter In the ing that the crop report has been
s'a-tis well represented.
practically completed and has allowed
2 per cent for

WITH

syni-pthetl- c

.

TWO COTTON RE
WRECK.

Topeka, Kaa., Dec. 4. The local offices of the Santa Fe In this city report the wreck of No. 9, the fast California train, Sunday afternoon at
Timpas, Colo., about eighteen miles
south of La Junta. From some unknown cause the engine, mail car,
'
baggage car. smoker, tourist sleeper
and a standard sleeper left the track.
Two passengers and two mail clerks
were injured.

t

Grants Motion to Quash Gov New Members of House Take
Oath and a Bill is
eminent Suit Against
Railroads
Introduced.

I ff

t

BROUGHT

New York, Dec. 4. A postponement
of the examination of John D. Rockefeller, H. H. Rogers and other Standard oil men In the matter of ousting
the Standard Oil company from doing business In the state of Missouri,
has become necessary, owing to the
failure to get service on Rockefeller
and others. The bearing was to have
commenced today before Frederick H.
Sanborn of this city. A postponement
has now been takfn until January 4.
Rogers was recently served with a
subpoena, but It Is said that the ser.-ic- e
was void and that he will have to
be served again. Among other oil
magnates for whom process-server- s
have been looking are Henry M. Fla-geJohn D. Archibald, Wade Hampton, James A. Moffett and Waller Jennings.

ASSOCIATED REPORT

If

4 I I
1 1 1 I T 4V
4 4 4 1
4 44
(Mr. Stead, who was in Russia for the purpose of organllng the
douma at the request of the csar, happened, to be in Finland when
4 the Finns demanded and got back their old liberties, and gives a
)T graphic description of the remarkable
.overthrow
which he wit- 4 nessed.)

to January the

PARTICULARS

i)

i

lo:

TRAIN

NO.

9

WRECKED
WEST OF LA JUNTA

j

Train No. 9. which went iu the
ditch at Tiinpa. Colo., yesterday, did
uot arrive here until 7 o'clock this
morning. Passengers on board said
that the wreck was apparently from
a defective rail. The engine Jumped
the track and was- - followed by the
remainder of the train excepting the
rear standard sleeper. That no loss
of life was incurred seeuis a miracle.
Mail Clerk lijtdridge, of La Juuta.
wus the only person injured, and his)
injuries are of little cousecjuence.
Train No. 8 was turned at the wreck
and sent back west us No. 7.
Mail Clerk BaidridgH is a bother
of J. C. Italdiidte. a prominent lumber merchant of this city.
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YOU WANT HELP OF ANY KIND
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wantad.injhefreillng Citizen. It only costs
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Per Word Insertion

One Cent

we have not failed before, that your
rely upon It,
thrown away. We have also rented hundreds of houses
ads, as well as gold nearly everything we have adverthem.
.the Western Union or Postal Tele-rranoffices for an A. D. T. messenger
boy, and send your ad with the cash to The Cltixen office, or telephone direct, or call, and the ad will appear according to your wish.

and you can
money It not
by our want
tised through

Herbert J. Hagernian of Roswell, home from Washington he made the
who will be governor of New Mexico following Informal address to a deleJanuary 22, next, at a public assem gation that welcomed him:
"Things happen quickly here in the
bly In his home town, Thursday evenhave been away but two
ing last, at which assembly there west.
were many of the representolive citi- weeks and during that time you peozens of the Paros valley, made the ple of Roswell have decided upon one
following speech, declaring himself In of the very best measures and one of
reforms ever In
favor of Joint statehood and against li the most
You have
itiated in this territory.
censed gambling.
"I am In favor of Joint statehood for done, wilh the sanction and approval
New Mexico and Arizona, if it can le of the best men of all classes in this
secured on terms which are fair and community and without such sancit seems to me that the ttme.has come tion and approval measures of reform
statehood ques- must lost much of their vlrtue-r-yowhen the
tion should be settled. If Its agitation have done what, less than a year ago,
for so many years has done New Mex- It was predicted, could not be done.
ico great harm by creating an unset- I refer to the abolition of gambling in
tled state of feeling, prejudicial alike Roswell. I congratulate you on this
to our political and material Interests, splendid action. Now that you have
to
to have the question properly settled, had the nerve and the courage
start this reform, the good work can
once for all, would do vast and
good.
The people would go on in other parts of tlfe territory.
know what their permanent political I need not say that any measures lookfuture Is, and they would resolutely ing toward the abolition of gambling
set themselves to work to adjust in the whole territory will have my
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by
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defeate-West
team subsequently
stipation." Sold by ull druggists.
PLANING MILL.
hole made.
Point,
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PACE THREE.

SUCCESS OF THE

WE

TRUE PLODDER
Men Without Brilliance Make
Success by Sticking

OUR REMS&MS

at It.
SOME

ILLUSTRIOUS

On January 1st, we will, for a time, withdraw from the market
X unsold lots in the
all remaining

EXAMPLES

Arago, the great French astronomer.
tells us that he Ixranie eo discouraged
that he.
.n the btu.iy of n....
,nn .
ei.
almost resolved to abanuw.
fort. He was just about ready to give
up when Tie happened to notice something written or printed under the
paper binding of his book. He unrolled the leaf and found that It was
IVAlembert. The letter said: "Go on.
sir, go on! The difficulties that you
meet will resolve themselves as you
advance. Persevere, and the light
will dawn and shine with Increasing
clearness upon your path." This striking passage made an impression upon
young mathematician's
mind
the
which Tie never forgot. It was a perpetual spur to his ambition, and came
to him Just In the nick of time. He
resolved then and there that he would
surmount every difficulty,- that h
would become a great mathematician
himself. He tightened his grip nd
iirgftd himself on until fame jook him
up and told the world the story o
one of the greatest astronomers of tils
time.
General Wilson told the writer, says
the narrator of this In Success, that
he was invited to dine at the Whlte
House only ten days before Lincoln's
assassination, and In the evening
they occupied a box In the theater.
Mr. Lincoln, as usual, paid very little
attention to the play, as he said he,
went to the theater to get rid of of-f ice seekers for a few hou,-s- . Arousing
himself on this occasion from on ap
parent nap, he slapped General
on the shoulder and said, "I yant
to tell you a story about Grant and the
mule. When Grant was a youngster,
the circus came to his town, and he
went to the tanner and asked him for
a ticket. Thefhard headed tanner refused him, so Grant, doing the next
best, thing (as I did myself) crawled
under the tent. The ringmaster had
an ugly mule, which no one could
ride, and offered a prize of a dollar
to any boy Who could ride the animm
round the ring without being thrown
off. Quite a number of boys tried It
without success. Finally, young Grant
ventured out from behind the seats,
viewing the show, and
where he
atd to the ringmaster, 'I'd like to try
that mule.' 'AH right,' said the ringmaster, and Grant got on and rode
nearly round the ring, but was finally
thrown over the animal's head. The
boy got up, threw off his coat, and
said, 'Let me try that, again.' This
time he got on with hi back toward
the head of the animal and clung with
all his might to the tail, and in spite
of all the animal could do, held on
and won the dollar. .Now," said Lincoln, "Grant will do the' same at Rich- X- --X X X X X X X X X X
mond. He will hang on. He will
t
M
never give up. He will try again, and
again, until he succeeds."
TERRITORIAL TOPICS
Hanging on was one of Grant's I
I
strong points. He did not know how
-to let go. He would keep pegging X X X X x X x x X X- X
away, no matter what were .the obstacles, untij he triumphed.'
JURY DISAGREES IN
The race Is to the plodder. I have
TRAIN ROBBERY CASE.
In mind several very brilliant graduThe jury In the Logan train robbery
ates of last year and years before, case, In which James Black and John
who promised a great deal, and of Murphy, charged with being the crimwhom friends predicted great things, inals guilty of the offense, on trial the
but somehow they have disappointed past two weeks at Las Vegas, was
all expectations, 6imply because they discharged last Friday afternoon at
lack sticking qualities. They were 4:45 o'clock, they having failed to
good scholars, and they imagined be- - agree on a verdict.
cause they ranked high In college, . Th8 means a new trial for the men,
that they would .rank high In life, and in all probability they will remain
without great effort. But they lacK jn jail until the next terra of the Las
quality. They do not Vegas district court, which convenes
the hanging-orealize that, in practical life, the race jn January.
is to the plodder, and not necessarily
why so many FRATERNAL SANITARIUM
to the swift. That
FICERS TO VISIT LAS VEGAS,
class leaders are dlsappoint-- j
ments to their friends. The chain Is' ir. E. B. Shaw, of Las Vegae, has
no stronger than Its weakest link, and received a letter from Dr. H. A. War- lack of perseverance is a fatal de ner of Topeka, to the effect that the
tlciency that, nothing else will supply. new board of directors of the Nationlerhaps the greatest secret of suc- al Fraternal Sanitarium will arrive
cess In life Is due to those sticking there next Friday from Chicago, i In
qualities. Grip conquers the world
addition to the board of directors will
the faculty of sticking and hanging on come the new secretary, J. B. Adams
when everybody else lets go.' It is of Piano, ill., and the. new treasurer,
the five minutes more which wins the Hon. H. A. Hereford, of Springfield,
battle the dogged perseverance, the 111. Dr. Warner reiterates his former
determination of never giving up until assurances that the sanitarium plans
are on a much more satisfactory basis
death or victory comes.'
than ever before. He bespeaks for
the committee a warm reception from
ACTIVITY AT KELLY MINE
the people of Ias Vegas.
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We can now only say, things look good lor J 906 and if you want
v to make a quick profit buy this month at present prices and terms
--

r

$125, $150 to $200 per

M1-.so- n

$10 Down, Balance $1 per Week

Lot-O- nly

MARK WHAT WE SAY: You will miss it, if yoa leave this
T
opportunity slippy; Look for the man with the white horse, he
will show you the LOTS.
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Great activity prevails at the Kelly
jnine in Socorro county, according to
J. P. Hendricks, who was In the city
yesterday. New machinery Is being
installed daily and the near future
will probai.lv witness the modern air
compressor j soid hoisting machinery.
At the Crai.bic mine the machinery
is driving a tunnel 1 .700 feet to be
utilized fo" cutting the ore bodlesat
a greater depth A two compartment
shaft of 500 feet is being sunk at the
Kelly . A depth of 200 feet has already been reached. There Is a demand for good miners at the Kelly.

shal and that Ballard refused the ap ty; .!. W. Reld,' of Hillsboro, Sierra
pointment, which Is a very lucrative county; C?. J. Bushnell, of Benbam,
one. Mr. Ballard refused to state to Union county; D. C. Crowell, of Silver
,
night whether or not the appointment City, Grant county..
had been tendered him or whether Amendment of Articles of I icorpora-tion- .
or not It was refused by him.
The following amendment to the
DISEASE FOUND AMONG
articles of Incorporation of the Union
STEERS AT DORSEY Coal company, has been filed In the
Inspector O'Brletn recently found office of Territorial Secretary J. W.
scab in a bunch ot 750 steers at Dur-se- y, Reynolds.
which were about to he shipped
"The Union Coal company at Gallup,
by Fred Roth of Raton, to the KanNew Mexico, to be known hereafter as
sas City market. The ' animals are the Gallup Fuel company.
now In quarantine and will have to be
dipped. The steers came from the 'LUCKY" BALDWIN YIELDS
country east of Dorsey which had
been released from quarantine about
TO .FATE FOR FIRST TIME
six weeks ago at the earnest request
of the cattlemen In that district who
Unique Character in Western
were emphatic in their statements Mot
' History Threatened With BlindneM,
that the disease had been stamped out Takes
First Rert In Eighty Year.
In that section of the territory, This
is the second shipment In two weeks
San
Francisco, Cal., i)ec, 4.
in the
which has had mange and the cattle Lane Hospital,
sanitary board now feel that they and a despairing with eyes bandaged
heart, lies "Lucky
were perfectly justified In quarantining the district when they did. It Is Baldwin' one of the best known
In
the Unltetl States. Ellas
probable that the quarantine will not
be enforced again, at least not until Jackson Baldwin Is a native of Ohio,
long
'boiiKh
his
residence In this state
spring.
has led everyone to believe that he
was
born here, where he made the
New Tailor Shop.
A. J. Morelli, the well known tailor first of his great fortunes, another
coming
to him from bis ventures In
has reopened a tailor shop- - on North
Over
First street, where he is ready to Nevada, the Comsiosk mine.
clean, press and repair ladies' and
gents' clothing. Suits made to order.
Patronage of former customers solicit

STAAB

STOCK REDUCTION MUST BE FORCED TO CONFORM
WITH OUR NEEDS

Call-fornia-

ed.

As the work of removal is a big undertaking, and to perfect a system that will successfully meet this great emergency we must' greatly
reduce our choice and most
stock. Under these circumstances we are obliged to cut deep into the prices. Especially for the
Holiday Shoppers this is the most favorable opportunity for money-savin- g
in buying useful Christmas Presents, such as Rugs, Curtains,
Portieres, Couch and Table Covers, Bed Sets, Pillow Shams, Scarfs,
Sofa Pillows, Cushions, Lambrequins, Blankets, Comforts, Household
Linens, Etc. Visit our store and keep posted on the things being
done during this Removal Sale.

'

OFFICIAL MATTERS
BALLARD
Postofflce Name Changed.
RETURNS TO ROSWELL
The name of the postofflce of Shrys-toval- ,
A dispatch from oswell, dated Dec.
1, says: Captain Charles L. Ballard
Yuma county, Ariz., has been
present member of the New Mexico changed to Mehawk, Judson Moore
council from the ninth district, and
former captain of troop H. rough
riders, under Roosevelt, returned to
night from Washington, where he
went with a committee to urge Sec
retary of the Interlar Hitchcock to
buy the Carlsbad dam project. It was
Washington that
reported
from
President Roosevelt had ofTered Ballard the place of United States mar

has been appointed postmaster.
Notaries Public Appointed
The following notaries public have
been appointed the past week by Governor Miguel A. Otero:
Clarence Iden, Las Vegas, San Mi
guel county; K. K. Scott, of Roswell,
Chaves county; J. H. Stingle, of Albuquerque, Bernalillo county; S.
of Wagon Mound. Mora coun

need plenty of nourishment and more than
elements, These they
ordinary
obtain in their highest form in
blood-formin- g

TRADE MARK.

The (pod in liquid form.

This Predigested
can be retained
by the weakest stomach and new strength
food-drin-

k

obtained from the first
Sold by all druggists and grocers.
wine-glassfu-

l.

Prepared by
Anheuser-Busc- h

Brewing Ass'n

St. Loula. L. S.

A.
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OfOc-

tober 31. 1!)0&
Notice is hereby given that the following named settler has filed notice
of hig Intention to make final proof
In support of hit claim, and that said
proof will be made before the pro
bate clerk at Albuquerque, New Mexico, on December 5, 1905, viz., Juan
Uautibte' Kowemlsneh, of Valencia
county, New Mexico, for the SH
NWVi. NV4 SWV4. section 28, township
12 north, range 7 west.
,
He names the following wltneseet
to prove his continuous residence
upon and cultivation of Bald land,
viz., Gertrudes Ileco, Jose Gonzales,
BiSenta Alonza and Teodoro Powto,

....

ban panned through his
hands, ami he Is hi ill a wealthy man,
owning a ranch of i;u,iit)0 acres near
l.os AiiKeles, where he has raised
some of the finest racers in the world.
Hi horses have on four Auiertcau
Derbies. He is the only man living
who ran boast of this. Their name
were Yolante, Silver Cloud, Emperor
of Norfolk, and Hey EI Santa Anita.
He also owns Cruz'os, the winner of
the sprinting race at Kmeryvllle a few
weeks ago. The hotel and theater on
Market street, which bore bis name,
and coat at least $3,OOo,tNio, were the
pride of his heart, and he wept w hen
he saw them destroyed by fire not
many years after erection.
The game he lias played with
chance has been a fascinating cue. lie
never confessed himself beaten by fortune. After the loss of one great fortune, he would start again at the bot-thand quickly climb to the top, as- slated by the very circumstances that
had downed him
For over fifty y.ars Mj. Baldwin
has been a pletureaque figure In the
nistory of California, and not till now,
in his eightieth year, has be yielded
to fate. Ilia eyesight has been failing
horouKhly
for several mouths, and
alarmed, he t.as at last consented to
t. unknowing what tho
an enforced
future hoM- - fur l.im.

FOR PUBLICATION.

II. K. No. S9CS.
Department of the Interior. Land
fice at Santa Ke, New Mexico,
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of Harper, Wash., I
battle,
with chronic
stomach and liver trouble, but at last
I won and cured my diseases by the
W. 'Hoffman,
had a bitter

;

I

unfiMirut-

0

HOLIDAYS

TRIP RATES
MINNESOTA
MISSOURI

ILLINOIS

NEBRASKA

TO

Paso Si Southwestern
Rock Island
THE ROUTE OF

-

ingly rt.Cunniiend them to all. aud
don't Intend in tho future i be without thein In the house. They are
certainly a wonderful medicine, vo
have cured such a bad ra as mine."
Sold under guarantee tu do the vimo
for you i,y u drugKUs, at Sue a
bottle. Try them today.
Subscribe for The Citizen and Bet

'he news.
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Furious Fighting.
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INDIAN TERRITORY
NORTH DAKOTA
IOWA
OKLAHOMA
KANSAS
SOUTH DAKOTA
MICHIGAN
WISCONSIN
AND POINTS IN THE SOUTHEAST

'For seven years," writes George
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COLORADO

Register.
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all of Da gun a. New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
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The Golden State Limited
For full particulars se( uuy agent or address
(J ARNETT KING,

V. R.

General Agent.
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EL I'ASO, TEXAS.
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Growth of Municipal
Ownership Movement

Published Dally and Weekly

By The Citizen Publishing Company
W. S. 8TRICKLER

By PROF. FRANK

WTtT McCREIGHT

Chicago has voted five to one In favor of municipal
ownership of the whole gas and electric lighting business.
If Ir. Chishoim Williams Is correct, cancer Is no livery ward Trom the richest to the poorest gave a malonger Incurable, nnd at least one of tin- - most dreaded jority for municipal ownership lu that famous referendum.
dlsoascs which scourge humanity has yielded to treatChicago has also polled an overwhelming vote In
In an article published last week In the Lancet, favor of municipal ownership of street railways,
ment.
and
Dr. Williams,
at the West Ixmdon Mayor Dunne was elected on a municipal ownership
Hospital, gives a list of the cases of cancer which have plat form.
Now the tidal wave has reached New York, and
been conclusively cured by the application of the wonHearst has received 200,000 votes and biore upon a muniderful
cipal ownership platform.
If Tammany's
fraudulent
The many failures which were reported when the votes can be canceled and a fair count made, the muniwere first applied to canes of cancer led to the cipal ownership mayor will take his seat, for there Is ifo
belief that the method was useless. Dr. Williams points reasonable doubt that a large majority of the voters cast
their ballots for Hearst, municipal ownership and good
out that the majority of these failures occurred from the government.
use of ?ery imperfect and untrustworthy apparatus, and
This Is the latest wave of a movement that has been
when experience was but small regarding the effects pro- In progress for more than a hundred years.
In 1800 all
duced, added to which only cases which were too far but one of the sixteen water works lu the L'nlted States
were private; only the plant in Winchester, Va.. was, pubadvanced for operation were sent for
treatment.
Nearly 94 per cent of the works were private and
lic.
Dr. Williams is now able to make a strntllng report, only about 6 per cent public.
though It Is expressed with all the habitual caution of
Now the number of public works is nearly 60 per
the doctor. He talks of "encouraging results," and later cent of the whole number In the country, a tenfold
saya "I am chary of using the word 'cure' to cases which growth of the ratio In about 100 years.
twenty-hare been under the
but "arrest and alleviation' one Of the fifty largest "cities In the United States,
originally built and now own their water works
are terms which may fairly be used."
But with ten actual cases of cure quoted, there Is and twenty more have changed from private to public
little room to doubt. The first case quoted by Dr. ownership more than 80 per cent are now public.
n
In Massachusetts twenty-nin- e
plants out of
;WIUiams Is that of a woman aged sixty-fou- r.
Three
ownership.
changed
private
have
to
public
from
was
times she
operated upon for the removal of cancerIn other words, 43 per cent of the works built by private
ous growth.
After the third operation the cancer
and then the
were applied twice a week companies have become public, and no plants have
changed the other way.
In New York there have been
with an exposure of from five to ten minutes.
The case twenty-sichanges from private to public and one the
Is now practically cured.
other way.
,
i
The second case was that of a man of sixty-eigh- t.
According to Baker's Water Manual, there have been
;A superficial cancer was cured In eleven applications of
Ave minutes each.
The next case Is even more re- over two hundred changes front private to public owner
and only twenty changes the other way in the whole
markable..
A cancerous growth which had
recWed ship
United States. '
jafter, operat Ion was cured by nix applications of the
In Massachusetts, according to the'last report I have
That was five yeara ago, and there has been no
seen, 75 per cent of the water works are now public, In
return.
Illinois 78 per cent, Michigan 81 'per cent, Iowa 82 per
In another case, the patient, a man of fifty-ninwas
advised by Sir Frederick Treves, the kings physician, cent. New York 50 per cent, Minnesota 87 per cent, Ne
From 100 per cent private to 75,
not to undergo an operation, owing to the extenslveneas braska 88 per cent.
78 and 81 per cent public In less than a century la a very
of the growth. The application of
was topped
decided change.
.two years ago, and there has been no recurrence.
And
,
And the movement is accelerating; from 1890 to 1890,
so with the remainder of the ten cases.
the growth of public ownership was far more rapid than
at any previous period, the public works more than doub
ling In the six years (110 per cent Increase, to be more
In the adjacent column The Cltiren reproduces
an exact), while the private works Increased ouly a little
article by Prof. Parsons of Boston, on the rapidly grow-in- g over one-thi(39 per cent).
sentiment and practice of municipal ownership,
The movement toward municipal ownership abroad
especially n the monopolistic utilities those which has also shown remarkable vigor, especially in Great
every citixen of the municipality must use, and in which Britain and Germany, where about six hundred cities
forty-liv- e
there can be no competition by the
works.
Sctoland
has
of com- own their gas
peting plants engaged In the same line of business.
public gas works to four private works, and outside of
It Is useless la this and similar questions, to act
London more than half the gas used in Great Britain
part of the ostrich, the largest and silliest creature the
on and more than half the consumers are supplied by public
.
. two legs.
At the upproach of that which It fears, the works.
big body hides Its little head under a stone,
But the ,most remarkable public ownership
and thinks
itself safe because It no longer sees the danger.
In any .count ry Is the rapid development of muni
The
demand Tor municipal ownership Is spreading broadcast cipal' operation of street railways In Great Britain. Be
; over the civilized world,
almost like a fire on a dry fore 1893, only one town owned and operated its tram
"
heath. Graft and treed are the winds fanning the flames ways; from 1893 to 1895, four cities undertook the oper
' to fury
If those interested In keeping the movement ation of street railways; from 1896 to 1898, eleven clf.es
oui or any particular town are wise to their own Inter entered the field and now more than half the municipal!
esta, they will meet the demand for city ownership by ties in Great Britain own their tramways and 'fifty-on- e
, efficient service, strict. attention
to public needs, and by cities and towns operate their street railway systems.
Municipal cownrship' has made great progress in
: placing upon the users of the utilities
not th 'heavtst
burdens they can be made to bear, but the lightest tariff many oiner countries.
can anyone aotiDi inaf a move'
ment which Is making such rapid headway throughout
uiu wuicn me Dusiness can be conducted.
the civilized, world Is founded oil excelnsnt reasons; and
jue nocnesier, ru. Y, jemocrat says that the "exit" Is the result of the growing civic and economic enlight
signs In the Boston subway have coma "down and plain enment In the people?
,
v
Saxon "out" signs have been put In their places. It was
discovered that the Latin immigrants coming to this
country didn't know what the Latin "exit" meant. Only
Boston high school culture was equal to it. The New
rorK uan quotes from the park signs the following elegant phrase:
"The public Is requested to deposit
an reiuse in the receptacle provided."
As a sub
unite Toruiat the Mail 'suggests this: , 'Put rubbish In
the tub.." Everybody, who can read Engftsb will underU is gratifying
stand that.
to discover, as the Mail
The Literacy l)lgest recently felt the pulse of the
also notices, that In place of "Gentlemen" (or worse, country with reference to the life Insurance situation
that aboiuiuation, Geuts,") and "Ladies" o'er the wait taking as Its guide the opinions of leading newspapers
ing rooms in railway stations one now sees the straight. In various 'sections of the United States.
The Digest
nonest words "Men" and "Women."
Good, plain Saxon gathered the following In. lhat region lying between the
- is good enough for anybody in this country. The New Mississippi and the Pacific:
York paper certainly should get after thti Associated
.In the opinion of the Pueblo Chieftain it would be a
Press for sending out the statement that W. A. Clark, "lamentable failure of justice" If the "gigantic grafters"
Jr, had beeu operated on for "Mastoiditis," instead of were permitted to retain their
gains, and "be
saying for "intlammation of the projecting Ixine ImmeHy the side of the
turned loope with no punishment."
diately behind the ear;" but probably the Press agent operations of these men, says the Taconia Ledger, "all
thought the word he used, more appropriate,
Senator former processes of obtaining 'tainted' money seems
Clark's millions.
commonplace and respectable."
But It is fortunate for
the public, remarks the Omaha World-Heralthat "the
Pueblo Is aa enterprising city, and consequently its time of these offenders promises now to be so strenu
credit is good.
The proposition was made to the city ously occupied In keeping out of Jail that they will have
for the establishment of an orphanage, by the donation but little leisure to plunder and betray unsuspecting
of a cert alu desirable and suitable piece of property. policy holders."
The Irregularities perpetrated by these
The property is incumbered with $5,000 of mortgage, offending officials have been so enormous, lu the esti
which of course niust be lifted, and the gift Is conditional mate of many papers,, that they are at a loss to under
upon the Investment of $2,51)0 as permanent fund. The stand now they could have been tolerated for so long a
city Is raising by subscription the required $7,500 and time.
For instance, "It is Inconceivable," to the Spo
expects by Chirsttuas to have a home for its orphaned Lane Spokesman-Revie"how the Mutual could continue
children.
When one reads of this movement he Is not to write new business with the president advancing the
surprised to read in the same issue of the name paper, astounding argument that be would, so far as lay in his
that a reissue of sewer bonds, for $43,000 at 4
per power, resist he payment of dividends to the company's
coot per annum, was sold at $1,000 premium.
'So fny scheme of reform, declares the
must go farther than the mere
St. Ixjuis
The department of agriculture seems to be about correction of errors of management.
"It must Involve
the most active and useful of the departments of Uncle the? extirpation ttt the offending officials.
Their removal
government.
Barn's
At least, it is doing most for the at- the earliest' possible moment, and their punishment
people generally.
lu establishing Us forestry .work. In afterward by law are necessary If the companies are to
fighting stock and vegetable diseases, in the introduction regain tho confidence of the people."
of better varieties of seeds and the importation of new
However, If the proceedings should stop ut the pres
and useful varieties and even families of food plants, ent stage, it Is generally believed that the ultimate good
both for man and beast, be department of agriculture already resulting from the ventilation
of insurance
la doing a great work directly for the masses.
methods will lm far reaching.
One thing that the Ta
conia Ledger thinks will surely come ainnit, is "the reThe New Mexican truly buys that more chicken duction In the charges for the provisions for the widowed
farms as well as men who understand the business, are and fatherless."
The Sioux City Tribune predicts that
needed In the southwest, for there Is lots of money for "Insurance policies are likely to be worth a grestt deal
the man who understands It. The New Mexican mihl more, for the policy holders are sure to get what they
have added that It is a business easily acquired by. any have heretofore expected" In vain; while the Kansas
one giving to it his time and attention.
The greatest City Times see a resultant Improvement In the morals
secrets lu the occupation are plenty of room, let nature of the nation at largo and declares that "tho American
take her course, and build tip your flocks on' the common public life will emerge purified and finer and stronger
fowls of the eonutry. as a basis.
for the problems that lie before It."
Many other western papers are giving encouraging
Optic: Monarch are convenient, uo doubt, iu most words and wholesome advice to the public and are doing
Kuropean states, as Norway's course Indicates; but when their best to correct the tendency to condemn the whole
the royal family dies out, as It now Is liable to lu Hol- life Insurance business on account of the crimes of a few.
land, and Hie nearest, heirs to the throne ar a act. of Thus the Kansas City Journal remarks: "On the other
unsympathetic foreigners, the republican system becomes hand, there are dozens of life insurance companies which
more attractive.
At least ,the Dutch think so.
There have been governed, some of them for half a century or
Is no reason why Holland should not become a republic more, by honest
conservative methods, paying moderate
ou the rVench model,, barring the feeling of the kaiser.
salaraies. making sound Investments and accepting only
high class risks In writing their insurance policies.
A Texas man had sued for the recovery of a diamond These companies
rank among the safest and best finanlost four years ago and found the other day by a neigh- cial institutions in the world.
They are In no wise conbor's wife in the craw of a thicken.
Th delicate quescerned in or uffected by the New York" companies and
tion for the court to d.eide is whether what Is Inside their business should not suffer, nor
should prudent,
of a chicken is a legitimate part of It.
If so, it is a conscientious men fall to take advantage of the opporsimple matter.
If not, then a question In opened whose tunities they offer for the comfort and support
of themramifications are infinitely complicated.
It is an Intriselves and their families because of the crimes of a few
cate problem (hat ouly a court can solve.
frenzied financiers in New York."
st

Christmas Neckwear

AND

Dec. 9th
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"OW MANT VU8T.US. GIFTS A MAN MAY RKCKIVK,
BB EXPECTING SOMETHING VKKY HANDSOME IN THK WAY
OK

Date of

Re-ur-

Sti:

The All

'T

Blxty-seve-

x,

e,

a

s

111
Matinee Price
Night Prices

S

THERE IS ONLY ONE PLACE IN TOWN TO BUY CHOICE NECKWEAR, AND THAT 13 AT
MAN'S STORE.
"HE'LL" BE SURE TO LIKE HIS TIE IP IT COMES FROM HERE, FOR WE LEAD THE TOWN IN
NECKWEAR, SILK MUFFLERS, FANCY SUSPENDERS AND SILK HANDKERCHIEFS.

lT.e and 25c
25c, .Lie and 50c

:
.

Seats on sale Friday morning

at

Mat son's book store.

M. MANDBLL,

The Toture of a Preacher.
The story of the torture of Rev. O.
D. Moore, pastor of the Baptist church
of Harpersvllle, N. Y.. will Interest
you.
He say.':
"I suffered agonies
because of a persistent cough, resulting from the grip. I tried to
sleep Hitting up in bed. I tried many
remedies without relief, until I took
Dr. King's New Discovery for Consumption, Coughs and Colds, which
entirely cured my cough and saved
me from consumption." A grand cure
for diseased conditions of the Throat
and lungs. At all druggists, price
5tc and $1, guaranteed. Trial bottles free.

f(

"
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,

'

d,

w

The governor of New Jersey: I utii not prepared to
True Friend.
nay exactly how I shall bundle the question or corrupt ion
Brown The r goes Green.
He's tbf. best friend
i my annual recommendations to the legislature.
I have on earth.
Hball certainly treat It in my message in a vigorous, and
While Why, I thought you were not on speaking
I tut, remedial spirit.
I am clearly of the opinion that terms.
,
the bribe-takmust bo eliminated or the
Brown We are not; but he's my best friend, Just the
will always exist and be compelled to have his defense same. He eloped
with the young widow I was engaged
fund against blackmail and libel.
s
to. Chicago NeWs.

muuu jtu 206 WEST GOLD A VENUE

ray

O'Rielly

your poll taxes today
& Company's drug store.

7

There is just one way
2
enfta

favoring

brit-glv-

er

t

LEARN ARD & LINDEMANN

have good

THE SQUARE MUSIC

xlMM

DEALERS.

206 WEST GOLD AVENUE.

0000 sOsOsOsOtOsOsOCOtO 00000090 0(0000

economically;

Schilling's Best, at youi
procer'a, money back.
.

One o? th nicest nae m the city
is the pool hall, No. 115 West Railroad avenue. Call and enjoy your-el- t.
SPRINGS

UNDERTAKERS

STAGE LINE

Carries fne United States mail;
only line with a change' of stock en
route; good' rigs, horses and drivers;
rig leaves Albuquerque every Monday
Wednesday and Friday at 6 a.
F.or
particulars, address W. L. Trimble et
Co., agents, Albuquerque, N. M., or J.
B. BLOCK, Proprietor, Perea. N. M.

CHRISTMAS COOKING.
The finest flour is an absolute
essential, especially for cakes
and pastry.
The 'Empress"
brand Is a 'flour that never yet
has been surpassed in any particular. Its flavor Is fine and
delicate, it has fine body, and
full of those nutritious qualities so- desirable In a famllr

STRONG BLOCK.

,'.

JEMEZ HOT

FOR

0. W. Strong's Sons.

:

-

Superintendents

Fatrvlew
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.
MONUMENTS.

201-21-

1

N. Second

flour.

and

M. BERGER
West Copper Avenue.
Wholesale Agent

114

St. Both Phones.

'

HOUSE

2

2

3. VilVIV k ZUIV

i

Installment Plan

Have just received a new line
of Clocks, but Glass, China
and Jewelry in general, and
invite their old customers to
give them a call before buying

.

Santa

F"e

REGULAR

STOVES, RANGES,
WINDOW &HADE8,
CAMPING OUTFITS,

IRON BEDS, BEDDING,
ART SQUARES,

Household Goods, Bought, Sold or Exchanged

BORRADAILE

117 Gold Avenue,

CO.

- Albuquerque, New Mexico

TImof

Labor

and Monoy

Restaurant

The saving f time mean oswferl
The savtn ef laker me
m. TKe
saving ef mensy insane sssnswy. AR
these savings can best s a Wanes' ky
Installing a

MEALS, 25 CENTS.

Service a la carte. Day and Night Private dining rooms.
OYSTERS RECEIVED DAILY. FISH, LOB8TERS AND GAME
SEASON.
'
Under Savoy .Hotel, opposite Passenger Hotel.
C. E. SUNTAGG, Proprietor.

Easy Payments

FURNITURE,

WHERE TO DINE WELL
IN

PENINSULAR RANGE
SEALSHIPT OYSTERS, shipped in the new way. received dally in

In aellars and cents tney oest ne mere. In tueilty they are
superior. In durability t hoy last longer. One-thir-d
bettor than
sny other. You are most cordially Invited to examine evrnev

f

lino.

'

SBALSHIPT CARRIERS.

Prloe ln Plain Figures S3Q and Up
Old stoves taken
THE McBRAIN

jTo
rnimWf'l

Ta.uu.fooi
lMAumrt

li"

I-

Albuquerque

'INM
The New Way
No

yh

waier;

no

preservatives;

is in a sealed, white,
rase; ice outside.

Exluve

agent
8esliMtt Oysters

FURNITURE

CO, 205 Bold Are,

Foundry and

Machine

Works 2

. P. MALL, Proprietor
iron ana Brass castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars: goartlnirs.
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron fronts (or
.
Huuaincs.
oelr on Mining mmd mill Machinery a ipmelalty
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque, N. H.

The Old Way
Water.
oysters,

iivirvativcs,
nil

toKWbir

ice

and

into a,

School Books and Supplies
OF ALL KINDS

stale wooden tub.

upma

rket
uthwest

Kasjjuan Kodaks and Fhtoijraplile
Supplies
Fine Stationery. Huyler'a
lwney'a Candies
We do Printing and Develnpinu for Amateurs

0.

A. MATSON

BARNETT BUILDING

I,'

at a fair valuation.

I

1

er

at Our New Salesroom

Call

--

."

Globe-Democr-

oocooo

We Haw Moved

8AM KEE
says that he has lots of pretty a"
things, comprising Toys, Indian
Curios, Mexican Drawnwork, and e"
Chinese and Japanese goods, for V
y
Christmas.
216 South Second Street.

2'

policy-holders-

Fine Clothing and Fnmishinf

9m09cc

(turtiticiiriTu
r

urn

Leading Neckwear Makers
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Sentiment of West
On Insurance Scandal

ALWAYS

NC

CITY OWNERSHIP
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lib WILL

Christmas Tie

A
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Special-v-
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X-r-

1905

NIGHT.

CANCER CL7RABLE
electro-theraputl-

AFTERNOON

8ATURDAY
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Business Manager

President

DECEMBER 4,

ELKS' THEATRE

of Boston.

PARSONS

mon! AY,

& COMPANY
205 WEST RAILROAD

AVE.

0
0
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IN MEMORY OF

-

"The Marriage of Kitty"
.

Impressive and Solemn Ser- Man Who Killed II. B. Green Bruin Treed Dr. Hust and
Party But Was Fiis Driven to Justice by
vices Conducted Sunday
'
nally Killed.
Afternoon.

To-

Night-'tou- sin

Kate" Friday, Dec. 8.

.

U. H. Mean-u-

a lmmstrniiri
A. 1). Lit
U Must. Hruin
H.
H.
ton, the man who shot
Creen which Dr. Hust
at Alcman. a small trading post near luid an exciting
rMv.ii'.

uuu i mat time proved one
of the biggest laughing successes and
ne of the very lew really successful
of the newer playa, will be seen In this
city at the opera bouse tomorrow
with Manager Jules Murny's excellent
company, headed by Miss Alice John-Bowhom local patrons well remember as a' delightful comedienne and
singer. The comedy Is pure and
wholesome, full of brilliant bon mots
and, repartee, scintillating with epigrammatic speeches and the amusing
vagaries and whimsicalities of Kitty,
who Is the life, soul aid vltallxer of
this sparkling comedy success, must
be witnessed to be appreciated
evocim

.v

M..

--

Dec. 3.

engaged
bear head
was one of
and party
encounter
l

Furs

Xem&s

ACOUT 10(10 POUNDS

r

Sale

Mdwan

GRIZZLY BEAR

TO SHERIFF KENDALL

"NOT THEN

in intmnt-in- g
for lr. It.

four bears
of friends
with while
mountains

here. In September, surrendered last hunting recently in the,
night to Sheriff W. C. Kendal!, of near .Maudalcna.
Two of the animals were shot, the
ami was taken to jail others
Sierra . county,
making their escape.
The
,
.
1 f tnn
u
n
iiuimlnff
' u
been hiding In the Cabella and
"'77
to Dr. Hust' a collection of hunt
mountains since the killing. It Is added
relics, was the father of the fam
thought that he was driven In by the ing
ily whose quiet and happiness
the
cold weather.
He
hunters so rudely disturbed.
objected to the presence
The surrender of Lliton removes an strenuously
the human visitors and with the
other load from the minds of the au of
Instincts of the grizzly bear family,
thorities of Sierra county and the ter atttucked
hunters on the spot. It
ritorial mounted police as wclL The took bruin the
a Jiffy to tree his opway in which he took the ponents, hisbut
anger by this time know-ta- g
life of Green Irandcd him as a desbounds, for the reason that a
perate man, and the authorities were bear no
"Cousin Kate."
companion was "biting
fain to go after him in his hiding In death's auony as the resulttheofdust''
It Is the custom of actresses who
sevplaces, although they were quite com- eral well aimed pieces' of lead.
are known as "stars" to receive many
The
e
laudatory notes from persons who
monly known by the residents of
attacking bear stood little show
have seen them in one rale or another,
and the surrounding country.
against
Winchester rifles which
but few there are who have had more
Readers of The Citizen will re- continuedtheto pour volleys into him
Throughout the United Stales
or better delightful missives than
member well the details of 4he mur- and the seventh shot wound up the
the Benevolent and Protective der. Llttoa had charge of a small grizzly's earthly career. The animal
Alberta Gallatin, who la appearing in
the title role of "Cousin Kate" this Order of Elka conducted their me- store for a cattle company ranging weighed i ,0i)( pounds and Is among
season under the management of morial services. Albuquerque lodge cattle in eastern Sierra county. For the largest slain in this- - section in
Kane, Shlpman & Colvln. Among the held Us Impressive services In their some reason he was discharged and some time.
bear killed
The
ones of which she think the most opera house. The large auditorium of Green was sent to Alenian to relieve was not so heavy .first
The party also
is one written by Mrs. Henry Oeorge, the play house was taxed to Us ca- hlm. The story of the killing, which brought home two buck deer wnlch
wife of the famous statesman, after pacity at 2:30 o'clock, the time set for has gained wide circulation, Is to the were handsome specimens.
having witnessed Miss Gallatin's per- the opening of the services.
effect that Litton shot Otwn in the
formance of "Rosalind," in "As You
.recently back as the latter was walking away DR, C. L. COOK
The
Elks'
orchestra,
but
Like It," which says that "wever since organized, made its debut yesterday. from him after an apparently friendly
the days of Adelaide Neilson have we The rendition of Wagner's famous conversation about the store. Litton
ABLY LECTURED
seen Shakespeare's lovely character funeral march, the first selection by left Grepn lying. where he fell and fled
hotter portrayed." At the Elks opera the orchestra, electrified the audience to the Cabello mountains. It was
house, Friday night, Dec. 8.
ON
so many hours after the killing beforei DISCOURSE
who did not anticipate anything
SCIENTIFIC
Green's body was found. Why Litton
splendid
re
musicians.
As
proof OF LIFE AFTER DEATH,"
a
from
the
Return Data.
go
wun
me
am
Mexico,
ooruei
not
to
the
LISTENED TO BY A LARGE AUDI
The All Star Specialty company, sult of the funeral march and most
only eighty miles away, seems a mys
ENCE.
which appeared here at the Elks opera other numbers which followed,
tery.
elicited and
house on the evening of Monday, No- favorable comment
Scientific Proof of Life After
"The
orchestra's future popularity and
vember 27, will play a return date, the
Death" was the subject of a lecture
WARREN POST NO. 5.
K.
an
fame
is
assured
fact.
afgiving two performances, Saturday
delivered last evening In Odd Fellows
The Cecllian quartet, another or
ternoon and evening, December 9th. ganization
C. A. R. ELECT OFFICERS hall by Dr. C. Hall Cook. It was lis
ago
time
a
which
short
but
company,
Agent Taylor, of the above
tened to by a large and very attentive
into existence, arose to the pinassures the patrons of this theater came
audience.
K.
G.
eyes
meeting
of
ot
prominence
'At
In
annual
nacle
of
the
the
that his company will give a complete musical loving Albuquerque, represent- Warren post No. 5, O. A. R. held SatDr. Cook is au able and eloquent
change of program. Nothing old, but
scholarly discourse
off- speaker and his
a
large
hall,
as
night
audience,
Fellows'
Odd
ed
at
In
result
urday
the
Special
the titled "Finnegan's 400."
was In consequence doubly Interesting
year
were
most
elected
of
some
sweetest
ensuing
of
and
har
for
icers
the
the
Matiprices will prevail as follows:
and profitable; He presented his ar
nee, 15 and 25 cents; night,- 25, 35 monious singing ever heard in this as follows:
guments In substantiation
of the
re
Caldwell,
G.
J.
commander,
section.
Post
saw
and 50 cents. The patrons who
In the subject of the ad
claims
made
Jocommander,
rendering
"One
of
Ambrose's,
vice
The
senior
elected:
see
this company here will do well to
with seph N. Warner;
Junior dress, in a clear, logical and concise
them again in their new bill. Every- Sweetly Solemn Thought," was effort
manner, showing great familiarity
Johnson;
musical
Edward
finest
commander,
out
doubt
a
vice
the
thing new from start to finish.
Tiov
Thnmna Harwooa ; with the matter in hand. The lecture
ever enjoyed by a local audience. nhnnlaln
Those composing the quartet are Mrs. quartermaster, Harry Turner; officer, was enhanced in Interest by excellent
WAGON AND TROLLEY, .
F. B. Schwentker, Mrs. 8. B. . Miller, of the dav. Edward Lavelle: officer of i Mereoptlcon views. Dr. Cook, who Is
under the auspices of the
Chestnut and Mrs. E. - Wash- the guard, William Stanley; Burgeon, lecturingSociety
IN A COLLISION Miss
of Psychical Research
Imdon
burn.
Leveretj Clark.
A . French horn solo by G. L--. Pat
O. S. Plllsbury and Edward John- Informs the public that he will 'speak
SPECIAL CAR STRIKES WAGON terson followed. Wagner's "Evening son were selected as delegates to the again next Sunday night.
LOADED WITH STONE NARROW Star," was played. It was the work: of next territorial
encampment, which
LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.
ESCAPE.
the master of this instrument. Every will be held at Las Cruces some time
during; April or May
was
of
rendered
note
the
instrument
Regular meeting of the city council
A wagon loaded with stone and with delightful clearness, proclaiming
The applications of II. B. Steward
driven by a native who gave his name the work of an artist and genius in and Kennedy McElrop for member tonight.
Regular meeting of Mluerul Ixdgo
as James sals, was bttuck ny tne spe- this line.
ship to the post were accepted.
No. 4, K. of P.. touight.:. Afrnieinbers
cial trolley car at the corner of Rail
by
opening
was
Rung
'
the
The
ode
requested to attend.
road avenue and Fifth street shortly audience, as follows:
,
POLICE COURT
Mcrnalillo county .probata court met
after 1 o'clock this afternoon.
today and djourpd t( Bjegt .agala to
uTh native was drlvlne leisurely Great Ruler of tbq Universe, " .
morrow, without transacting much
toward the huslness center of the city.
Mieha
.Three Italians, Peter' aud
benign,
a
Tho reins were hanging down. When Look down upon and bless our work, Lofatl and Rennt Amlrantl, were flnetf business. r
The condition of lr. ,,C. ,11. Conner
the special car approached from the
In police court thid morning for grew
$10
glory
all
Thine.
be
And
suddenly worse, this 'afternoon
rear, the motorman rang the gong
creating a disturbance at midnight
several times, at which Sals grabbed Oh, hear. our prayers for the honored Saturday night near the corner of and at 3;3o o'clock be was, danger
af the lines and pulled on the left one
South Third street and Coal avenue. ously low.
dead.
The ladies of the German Frauen
which directed the htrses close to the
Officer James Smith, who made the
bearing
in
our
mind
While
Percelvliii his mistake, be The memories 'graven on each heart, arrest, said that all three men were Vereln will meet with Mrs. Chas
ranks
r"PP. nn wwauewiay aiiuriiuun, in
hauled awav on the opposite line and
under tho Influence of linuor ad' all
For Auld Iang Syne.
in sn doine the wagon was swung ay
mlvoH nn first lvlnir .n tho frrmlnil i South A 1110 Street.
,
,
j.-- ..
o.u...
rectly nnon the car. It was bumped
A selection by the Instrumental trio alioj men sittiiuuiK.
iiiy ittineu louti- - , Cant. S. A. McMttrrav. represent
hard. The crash frightened the horses made up of Professors Di Mauro, ly in Italian and swore In English.. n S Grabfelder & fo. wholesale
,CV"
and thev lumped ahead. As Sals was Blondin and Krebs, was warmly re- The prisoners were of one accord re- - """r
""'""'"
the ani- ceived, as are all musical efforts by gardlng the sobriety of the crowd
still pulling on the right line
H. S. Stevens has returned from
mals plunged Into the sidewalk, a
They claimed that one of them was
musicians.
and is again employed
telephone pole separating the "horses these
were en-- , Kansas Cityposition
two
tjiat
other
drunk
and
was
the
to
Rodey
slated
make
S.
B.
Hon.
as salesman ' of
as one landed on either side of be-it. the address of the afternoon. Owing deavoring to take him home. Tha at his old
Sals was thrown from the wagon es- to the fact that yesterday Mr. Rodey court's decision was very prompt on curios on the Santa. Fe limited trains
Capt Clark M. Curr. who has been
tween the horses, and that he
of George receipt, of the evidence,
was called to the death-becaped being trampled to death, was Walters In a legal capacity, he was
miraculous, but the telephone pole unable to speak but a few minutes. raiirnH -- hnna.
ivPn hi. choice ta'n the past few days, is enjoying
which caused the horses to" throw In his brief talk, however. Mr. Rodey between two thkigs as a penalty for ad,".y 0r tW0 here ,th MrS Carr
their heads Into the air, probably
a ireiii ui uiin ami uiauiucriiy nini
paid the departed Elk brethren
Tho lady members of tho Iowa clu
saved "his life. He escaped with a few touching tribute, Injecting au elo- - sisting an officer pay a fine of $25 or
bruises. The only damage done was j quence and personality Into the re rserve thirty days iu the county Jail. are Invited to meet with Mrs. s. E.
at her home. 205 North
to the- - wagon tongue, which was marks peculiarly his own.
Dunning is the man who was mixed Newcomer
Walter street, Thursday afternoon at
smashed up considerably.
The remainder of the program, ev- up in several fights during the strike 2:.'to o'clock.
ery number of which was cleverly troubles of last spring, and is an imIndian children to the number
portant factor in a riot case now
,
rendered, was as follows:
THE REdHMlTaRE
were last evening brought to
pending in the Second district court. sixteen
My Dreams
of
Solo
The
Land
the
Indian
school here for a term of
SMOKING UP- Trevelyan
They came I
industrial training.
Miss Ada Campfielo.
DEATH OF MRS. SHEPHERD
from the villages out west.
Obllgato, R. W. Hadden.
LOCAL TRIBE IS TO HAVE A LAVega
Charles A. Spless, of
Wagner
POCAHONTAS March Tanhauser
DIES' AUXILIARY
Shepherd died yester- will leave In a few days for VVashiug
Mrs. Bertie
Orchestra.
BE
.CONFERRED
DEGREE TO
day morning at 11 o'clock, aged 23 ton. I). C. Rumor down this way say
Closing Hymn
Mr. Spie.se Is a candidate for appoint
Audience years. The funeral was held this
Near My God to Thee
from the South African M. ment to some good federal position
Three or the four high officers of Nearer, My God, to Three, nearer to afternuon
Mrs. Shepherd had lived New Mexico, and has been called to
B. church.
Menwho
Thee;
the Improved Order of Redtribe
yester- Ri'cn tho' It be a cross that ral:"i ne. In this city for two years. Her hus- - Washington to consult with the pres
were guests of the local
ago.
ldent
day left for the west la&t night. The Still all my song shall be, nearer, my baud died about a year
God, to Thee:
fourth, Hon "Leon L. Godchaux, gratia
Nearer, my God, to Thee' Nearer to
sachem of the Jurisdiction of New
Thee!
Mexico, remains in the city and to'
; .1
The Elks presented a splendid apnight at Red Mens' hall will confer
some
upon
pearance as they marched Into the op
the degree of Pocahontas
forming
era house from the lodge rooma In
thirty ladles of the city, thus
double tile, and diverged into two
a ladies' auxiliary to the localis tribe
exlines in passing down the aisles on
of Red Men. The initiation
pected to begin about 8:30 o'clock.
either side of the auditorium.
yesterThe deceased members of Albuquer
The program followed out
day for the entertainment of the vis- que s lodge of Elks are as follows:
iting Red Men took them to yie Elks' Ferdinand Levi, M. S. Otero, I. Freud
enberg, Thomas Hughes, I). J. Abel,
memorial services at the opera hous
reA. Kern pen lch and E. D. Harper.
In the afternoon and to an informal
evception at the lodge rooms In the
ening.
ot ASSOCIATED CHARITIES
The visiting party was contused
Cherry,
W.
J.
Hon.
following:
the
MEETING TOMORROW
Imof Virginia, groat Incohnee of the Wilperial Order of Red Men: Hon.
There will be a meeting of those In
son Brooks, of Chicago, grand chief of
records of the Improved Order of tctested in the Associated Charities
Our trade for November hast to far exceeded our expectations,
i
Red Men; Hon. Leon D. Godchaux. at the Commercial club tomorrow af:
ternoon at 3 o'clock, to which every
grand sachem of the Improved Order
pur
purchases.
heavy
duplicate
necessary
it
to
we
found
have
that
of Red Men. jurisdiction of New Mex- member of all committees of the asf La
McElroy
sociation are urgently requested to be
ne
ico, and
Commencing December 1, our store will be kept open evenings,
Vegas, the great chief of records of present. It is important that the orjuonce,
Men.
Red
of
at
work
get
ganization
down
Order
to
Improved
the
and additional help added, to take care of the Christmae ruah.
and at the meeting tomorrow definite
risdiction of New Mexico.
plans of securing an office for headquarters, will be settled upon. The
Make your selections early. Remember, I positively retire from
G0NET0 COLDFlELD
ministers of the city ure requested to
resee to It tha their committees
the jewelry business January 1, and from now until December 31,
T. A. LISTER HAS LEFT LORDS-BURport the result of their work, whatFOR NEVADA GOLD FIELD ever It may be, at this meeting.
I
will make prices lower than ever offered on Fine Diamond,
T. A. Lister, president of the North
Aniericau Mining company, left laot PAY YOUR TAXES
Watches, Jewelry, Rich Cut Glass, Handsome Printed China, Solid
week for a trip through California and
AND SAVE PENALTY
Nevada, says the lordsburg Liberal.
Silverware, Plated 6ilver Table ware, Clocks, and everything beHe expects to visit Goldflelds and
Tonopah, and it Is probable that If he
Jewelry store.
longing in a.
aees anything that is equal to Scotty's
The last day for the payment
famous mine, and It U not located
the
for
taxes
of
half
first
of
the
that he will proceed to immediately
r
year l'joa was last Saturday.
locate it for the benefit of the stock
that date a penalty of 1 i r
holders of the North American. He
cent up to January 1 and after
will probably visit the east and spend
NEW MEXICO'S
that date 5 per cent will be adthe Christmas noiiuays nerore returnded. The county treasurer
LEADING JCWCLCR
ing to Lordsburg.'
that many people are paymany
have
druggist,
that
but
ing
d
taxes,
the
is
Brings,
Dr. B. If.
been negligent, evidently not
to bis homo with a severe cold.
knowing of tb penalty,
The son of Dr. BrUg Is also 111 with

FIVE".
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ENCOUNTER WITH

UTTON SURRENDERS

.

DEPARTED ELKS

ELKS- THEATRE

EVENING CITIZEN,
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AMUSEMENTS AT

morrow
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BUT NOW"
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Reduction on all Furs
..

i

.

cold-bloode-

THE CHOICEST AND MOST APPRECIATED CHRISTMAS PRESENT OF
WHY NOT SELECT ONE NOW?

OVER. 300 TO SELECT FROM

A LI- -

HANDSOMB FUR.
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BEAUTIFUL

FOR

SETS

FUR
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BY MAKING A

Note

SMALL DEPOSIT YOU CAN HAVE ANY FUR LAID ASIDE UNTIL XMAS.

SEE WINDOW DISPLAY
The Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.
THE BIG STORE WITH LITTLE PRICES

s

MERE'S A

d

SMALL
LARGE

-

THAT'S ALL.
have the exclusive right to sell
Curtis Bros.' canned goods, and have
just received a large supply of all the
goods included In the list named.
I

CORN.

STRING BEANS.
PEAS.
TOMATOES.

CHARLES CONROY,

L

MINCE MEATS.
PLUM PUDDING.

501 S. ARNQ ST.

r
0
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Auto phone, 316. Bell phone,

A

115.

Residence
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Electric & Construction Co., Inc.
Electrical
Engineers and
Contractors.
lighting,
Electric
N
- power and pums- tng plants, drsa
g mos, motors aae)
electrical supplier
H House wiring. A
X thorlied agents fo
Crocker, Waeeler
m Co. Agents for tae
n General Electric Ce,
S induction motors.
stock
O Largest
electrical fixtures la
3 the southwest Are
3i members of the Na
nt tional
Electric)
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GRAND

CLOSING OUT

SALE

art now making

Soecial Prices
On the Following
W
Refrigerators ...

,

1

We

to supply you with anything In
our line, at prices that are fair and

d

1

Sit

I-

$12
$8.75 Blue Flame Oil Stoves... .$0.75
$6
.'
$8 China Tea Sets
..25c
40c China Salad Bowla
Decorated Havlland China, at 20

per cent discount
75o Glass Berry Sets
3Se Glass Water Pitchers
$1.75 Decorated Lamps
Decorsted Lampa
$1 Steam Cereal Cookers
50e Steam Egg Poachers
$12.50 Buggy Harness

2 Contractors'
elation.

25c
20c
$1.25

'
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Bad Weather

$1040

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company

Suggests

HAVE YOU A TELEPHONE- IN YOUR HOME? Enables
you to order groceries; call the physician; perform social duties, etc Rates
from five cents per day up. Let us
tell you about It.

FOURTH ST. AND RAILROAD AVE.

The Colorado Telephone Co.

(MMAMHAYGOOl)
General houaecleaning and
Job work promptly done.
Bell phone, Red 271.
Automatic phone, 260.
AVE.
RAILROAD
411 WEST

THE CELEBRATED

O. F. O.
WHISKEY

Room

18

N. IT. Armljo Building.

BKsKewsKwwOwC

Do You Know
THE COMFORT AND PROTECTION A GOOD CHEST PROTECTOR AFFORDS? COME IN AND LET US SHOW YOU SOME
GOOD ONES, AT MODERATE PRICES.
B. H. BRIQOS X CO.
Both Phonea.
First St. and Gold Are. Props. Alvarado i'barmacy.

XXXXXX)COCOCOCXXXX)OOOCOOe

You Feel Good
Bottled In Bond.

when you snioku a "White Lilly"
becuuiie it'a a good cigar, made
f K'xnl tobacco,
and given a good
Hinolif one thar you can thoroughly

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

enjoy.
Two dollars
"While Lilly" cigars.

Distillers,
FRANKFORT. KT.

A.

Automatic Phone,

for a lox

of

RICHARDS
AVENUE.

RAILROAD

XXXOCXXOCCOCOCICOCOCOOCXX)

Sole Agents.

Albuquerque, N.

J.

113', WEST

MELINI & EAKIN
f.

ll.

Af-le-

B. FOX,

ess

Ws

$325

$4-5-

Hon-Euge-

first-clas-
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Commercial Club Building,

1

Offer
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The Southwestern

,

it.

phone. No.

Auto

BORDERS, runtrml Director mnd

Black or white Hearse, $6.00
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SOCCOTASH.
ASPARAGUS.
BONED CHICKEN.
ROAST CHICKEN.
BONED TURKEY.
ROAST TURKEY.
DEVILED HAM.
PINE APPLES.
SOUPS.

Curtis Bros. Famous Canned "Goods

JELLIES.
JAMS.
PRESERVES.
MAPLE SYRUP.
CATSUP.

I-

'"

FRUITS.
FRUITS.

Frc MT

A full line of liquors, wines and cordials. Family trade a specialty. Er
nest Meyers . Co., 118 West Sliver
Avenue.
Hawley on the corner, has just received a large consignment of kodaks
and accessories. He has just what
you want,
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THE NEW YORK FAIR
ANTONIO

Gent's Furnishing
Special Sales Every Saturday.
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ARMIJO

t

CO.

Goods Now Arriving
Auto Phono 601.
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121 N.

Third Street
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AGE SIX.

UGLY HABITS THAT RUIN BEAUTY

EVENING CITIZEN
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NOTICE OF SALE,

Avars jiti t - .
mortgage, dateJl
tho 2d day of September, A D. livii
pram, vwnniu nui eei
q
jt y.
Sons,
Strangs'
the following d
property:
j
Jchn I,. Sullivan is still signing the soiibe.l
Two hacks, with rubber ties, ort
pledge.
Anything with still In .,, atsteel stanhope, one rubber tire stantracts Jotn..
hope, one rubber tire runabout, one
Senator llurton will have one con- rubber tire suirey, one steel tire
solation If he goes to Jail. He won't '
f vva&vu, II I T Brip
double harness, three sets single har-- j
he In the
express
one
nr.j,
Harness, inree
sei
Chicago still hopes for a deep water- saddles, two office tallies, one office
way to the gulf. The more ways to stove, one pair chain malrtingales, five
get out of Chicago, the belte-- .
litnnkota 4hrnA aaririla Manbara. fhree
riding bridles, all whips, lap robes,
Spet'.t?r Cannon has declilede 'then brushes, forks, brooms, shovels, rubshall be no (lowers at the cpeNiing of! ber boots, rubber aprons, pads, spurs
congress. Not even for J. Warren harness rack chamois, mattress and
Keller?
bedding, clock, summer lap robes,
tools, bicycle, wringer and the folFor Those Poker Games.
horses:
Cha. M. Schwab Intends to buy a lowing
named Joe and Dick:
special train. Whpn John W. Gat" oneOne bay team,
black team, named Maud and
travels with him they will ocrhpy the Pigeon;
one horse, named Pinto; one
drawing room car.
horse, named Earl; one hay horse,
Andrew Carnegie has been talking named Ben;
Which said chattel mortgage was
on poverty. So long as all the rest
to secure O. W. Strong's
og us talk on wealth there's no reaacu executed
twenty-lghj- t
Andy shouldn't talk on something he Suns, the nsvment of
certain promissory notes, for $30.00
doesn't know anything about.
onch Ascribed In said chattel mort
.
... mo n
itinree cneers
made by the paid I I. .Ayers,
onns iir.u....i
tor
viiiiiii gage, payable
to the order of O. W.
Words!
and
AU people, no matter how dense,
Stronpr's- - Sons, bearing date the 2d
Can'see that a song without words
day of September, A. D. 1903. and beMust have at least traces of sense. ing payable as follows: First note
payable October 1st. 1905. and one on
The Newark, Del., council has for- the last of each succeeding month
bidden Its residents from taking a thereafter until all of said notes are
bath. Naturally this has caused a paid, all of said notes bearing Intergreat deal of comment all over Dela- est at the rate of 10 per cent per
ware. The law Is regarded as an annum from date until' paid.
ennecessary one.
And, whereas, the said chattel mortgage was conditioned that in case de, Thinking of the Boy's Safety.
fault should be made In the payment
"I only hope this country has an- of the said sums above mentioned,
other war soon."
or any of them, or the interest there"I'm sururlsed to hear you eurets on, or any portion thereof, as the same
Such a sentiment."
should become and he due and paya"Are you? Well, you must remem- ble according to the terms of said
ber that I have a son In Annapolis."
several promissory notes, respective"I guess I'll have to economize," ly; or in rase the said Ayers or any
"The person in his behalf,' should remove,
Mrs.
remarked
Iisterman.
Judge has cut out my tlimony."
secrete, sell or assign, or attempt to
"You're foolish to let a Judge do remove, secrete, Bell or assign the
anything like that," said her friend said goods and chattels, or any pari
from the west. "I don't have no op- or portion thereof, without the exO.
erations performed on me by nobody press written consent of the said obbut a doctor, and the best I can find W Strong's Sons, first had and
at that."
tained, then it should and would be
lawful for the said O. W. Strongs
"What do you think of this?" asked Sons to take possession of the said
Smlthers, looking up from his paper. goods and chattels, and to sell and
"All the clerks In a Missouri bank aie dispase of the same at public aucwomen."
tion, for the best price obtainable:
"What of it?" retorted Mrs. Smlth
And, whereas, the said L..- L. Ay
ers. "Can't women run a bank Just ers has removed, sold and secreted a
as well as men?'.'
portion of the said goods, and has
"Certainly, my dear, certainly. In made default in the payment of one
fact. I think women can do some
the said promissory notes; give no
things in a bank better than men. If of v
ihofnrp. tte herebv
of a bank there tice that for the purpose of paying
I were president
v.
would be one position that I would
,iM,,ai and interest of the said
have filled by a woman in preference promissory notes amounting at the
q1q hereinafter mentioned, to
to anv man."
"Wrat position is that?"
sum of $1,526.28. including an atthe
"Teller," replied the brute.
torney's fee of 10 per cent on the
amount found to be due on said date,
Bill Lampton Writes.
as provided In said notes, and all
New York.siot
costs and expenses, including
.VI y Dear Col:
advertising, sale and conveyance, all
Will you please change my address provided to be paid by the aid chatto tJO West "lst ftreet so that Iwill
will on the 12th day
If tel mortgage, we
be sure to 1ihh sticks on time.'
A. D. 1905, at the hour
everybody in Leslie county enjoyed of December,
in the forenoon of said
your uaper out there as much as I do of 10at.o'clockfront door of the
the
would have day
I ere in the big ct'y you
Bttuated on the
list. Club livery,North
allv of them on your
Second street and
......subscription
of
corner
. . ...Ill
J
n.AVi
i..
your
mninj
HI
juti
I notice
avenue,
ihl
in the city of AlMarquette
Yia wntirilfl rif iht fie- mitmi, 9,i)ua t
.county of Bernalillo and
buquerque,
That s all tight,
fixated candidates.
of New Mexico offer for sale
btit don wiirrk pver it. This was an territory
at public auction to the
sell
and
anti-bos- s
year everywhere and the highest
for cash for the Purbidder
people are simpiy taxing meir uppoi-th- e pose of paying the said MebtedneM
real bosses
the said Verty
and expenses,
are when It comes to a show down. above
described, with the exception
goon
neauny
anu
sort
thing
is
of
that
saddle, one bridle and one
ft.- h
Vniira W .1. t JiniO- - of one
mint,v
which haVe been sold by the
blanket,
ton Myden (Ky.) Thousandstlcks.
8a,dUI0AyW8' STRONG'S SONS,
The farm crona this year are worth
Mortgagees.
nearly $7,000,0000,0000 or at least
a
that's what we'll have to pay for
Don't drug the stomach to cure
them.
cough. One Minute Cough Cure cuts
The amount does seem small when the mucus. drwa the inflammation
you think of the price of eggs.
out of the throat, lungs and bronchial
vVll make a few .more
r'heux- - nti
tubes, heals, soothes and cures. A
gold bricks and take It all away from quick cure for Croup and Whooping
the poor farmer.
Sold by all druggists.
Cough.
life
good
insurance
"That fellow a
PROVE IT kNYTIME.
men? Sav. If he ever knew Anything
It."
forgot
he's
about life Insurance
By the Evidence of Albuquerque People.
That's why he s so
"I know It.
good."
The daily evidence citizens right
sufficient
here at home supply is proof
skeptic. . No
Wise Pete.
greatest
satisfy
the
to
It him litn renorterl ill snnrtine cir
better proof can be had. Here' la a
cles that Pete Jennings, saying they case.
Read it:
were no good, shot the tnree turn
Mrs. J. Hall, of 519 South First St.,
(lni-which he eot ast week'ai Klon says: "One
of my daughters suffered
dyke. Carrolltou (O.) Republican.
from backache for about eight months
It was so baa
' or a year. Sometimes
More Local Improvements.
prostrated
completely
was
she
that
wood
"nls
Jim Williams has painted
t a time. I read about
so
day
or
a
for
(111.)
en leg. Clifton
Advocate.
Doan's Kidney Pills in our Albuquerque newspaper and thought they
Going to a Lonely Home.
we went
Uncle Mac Lockhart spent Monday might help my daughter and a box
night with me, and said after the 29th to a city drug store for
mediof this month he would go back to In a remarkably short time the longer
Kentucky. I regret very much to have cine tool; effect and a little
are pleashim leave. He is a good citizen and stopped the backache. We
Doan's Kidney
to
a Christian
boot. Sequachee ed to recommend
Pills."
(Tenn.) News.
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Co., Buffalo.
Foster-Mllbur"That man was once a United States cents.
N. Y.. sole agents for the United
senator from this state."
"How many terms did he serve?"
States.
Remember the name Doan s and
"None.
The Jury acquitted him.".
58
no other.
take
The Boarding House Turkey.
How dear to my heart was the
' MERCHANT TAILORING
boarding house turkey.
I
'
toughest
turkey
ever
old
The
that
UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST
knew ;
AVENUE, O. BAMRAILROAD
The drumstick, the wishbone, the wing
PROPRIETOR
BINI,
meat,
and the white
it mattered not what part a poor
Mv merchant tailoring stiop 13 up
boarder drew.
aveIt first had a place on the table on stairs over No. 209 West Railroad
nue, where I solicit the patronage of
Thursday,
guaranteed first- On Friday, our gaze once again on it the public. AH work
I have had fifteen years' ex
class,
as
;
fell
Suits made
We saw It one Saturday. Sunday anu perience in the busineas. pressed
and
cleaned,
Clothes
to
order.
Monday,
I use will not
specific
repaired.
The
There never was turkey that lasted Injure
the cloth. Ladles' garments
so well.
and walking skirts made
cleaned
also
boarding
The
house turkey, tue
C.lve me a trial.
to
order.
turkey,
O. BAMBINI.
turkey that lasted
The
so well.
Give Your Stomach Rest.
Nothing will cure indigestion that
That
turkey. I hailed as
doesn't digest the food. Itself, and
a treasure,
give the stomach rest. You can't exIt gave startling proof cf the
pect that a weak stomach will regain
skill;
In countlngthe way It was used I its strength and get well when it is
compelled to do the full work that a
found pleasure,
You
stomach should do.
I'll bet that old turkey is on duty sound
wouldn't expect a sick horse t get
still.
As goulash and salad and stew she oft well when it la compelled to do a full
day's work every day of the week.
served It,
As si u p and as hash many meals it Kodol Dyspepsia Cure is a perfect
and digests the food regard-b-s- s
would swell;
of
condition of your stomach.
the
If heaven's for turkeys
there's one Relieves Indigestion.
Belching. Sour
tiiat deserved it.
That boarding house turkey that Stomach, and all stomach disorders.
Sold by all druggists.
liumt on so well.
The I'imling house turkey, the IronMEN AND WOMEN,
'mm' turkey,
I'm Hie id fur unnu'urml
t lull
tfefl.tlltlaliu
dio'hftt
i
Tiie in
turkey tlia' hutijj
irntaltufia or u v uUi.iik
EX'S ot" 10 .iri.iur.
mi so well.
f
u u u i iiiHUibrauea.
Wtwtrnat
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liv Miss Marie Nordstrom, of the ' Man On the Box" Cempany, at Madison Square Theater,-NeMiss Nordstrom Is an unusually pretty young woman, and in this tier les of photographs she has shown the
result of tho beauty destroying tricks in which many a girl unconsciously ndulges.
you catch yourself, atop It short.
No. 4 A girl may be a goddess of
By Katherln
Leckie.
No. 1 The young girl, who, in a loveliness, but It won't stand being
Jin yuu bite your lips when tnink-inor abstraction, disfigured by the tongue habit. .The
moment of thought
seriously ?
0.) yon turn up your nose with a rrsts her face upon her hand, draw- tongue should not b.- abusedby pressing the skin out of shape ,is develop- ing the upper lip down or by moistenfciieer?
your eye out of ing wrinkles In that face that cannot ing the lips. The result is chapped or
Do you twist
be smoothed ut by years of massage cracked lips, which, aide from being
fehape?
painful, are homely In the extreme.
Many a really beautiful Kill defaces or restorative care.
No. ! Very few girls have a really It also disfigures the natural beauty
hep physical attractions liy some hid-fiimannerism. Tsually she l per- beautiful nose, but it is only the fool- ilnei of the mouth.
or
No. 5 One of the commonest manfectly unconscious of it, but that ish ones who don't make the most
(lofttu't make it any the less disgust-in- the one Dame Nature bestowed upon nerisms among women, find one which
thun. The truly wise girl doesn't Is a sure beauty .destroyer, Is biting
to onlookers.
The girl w iii ts constantly lifting m.ii, sneer or twist her nose, for the the lips. This is especially the hulilt

ii'naoii

1

s

-

s

n

very reason that she understands
thai by such a habit, she is ruining
her natural beauty.
No. 3 Distorting your mouth and
yom eyes while meditating is as unattractive as K is harmful. A common
practice consists of drawing the
mouth to one side. This forces the
eyelids out of natural position, wrinkles the face and makes the mouth
pudgy and ugly.

ter eyebrows, should overcome the
Iiabit.
u
It isn"t pretty to stick your tongue
against your upper lip. Any habit
ran be overcome with a bit of thought
and tare. Ench time you realize
you are resorting to au ugly mannerism, quickly remember that you are
making yourself hideous. If you forget the first Jime don't let that
you, but the next time that

e

1

s

Noies from Correspondents
he
lies again, as I gave more to
school of Algodones than ever Mr.
Hovey gave or ever will give. When
CHARGED I built the school house here under
FRENCH HUGENOTS
WITH KILLING FOUR THOUS- contract I gave $25 towards the work
as 1 already had tho contract and
AND APACHES.
then lowered my price that amount.
And more, when work was being done
.Special Correspondence
on the bell tower and church, I gave
Albuquerque, N. M.. Dec. 2. On as much
as any man n the rifclnc?
page 87 of "Notes on the EcclesiastiNow Hovey says Pedro Lobato Is a
Mexico,
Arizona
New
History
of
cal
good citizen and a taxpayer, an honand Colorado," by Most Rev. J. B. orable gentleman, honest and straight
.Salpoint, D. D., Archbishop of Tome, forward.. Ail of which he no doubt is,
formerly Archbishop of Santa Fe, but '.hat does not qualify him for the
New Mexico, the French Hugetiots are office of school director. Even withhaving
killed
charged
with
out educat'Oi he Is the peer of O. P.
Indians on the frantier of Hovey.
not her point this excuse for
.this country (New Mexico, I suppose, a gentleman refers to. He says I am
territory).
speaking
this
of
is
be
js
a man without a home ttr, country and
The killing is said to have taken place have not even paid poll tax, or any
In the year 1696.
taxes. Is he so big an ignoramus as
As a lover of history and a searchnot to .mow t'tat I am not subject to
er for truth I would be glad to be in- poll tax? K he thinks I am not a
formed as to what author on history tixpryr in the county of Sandoval
I can refer to to find the above named he lies again.
Iet him examine the
factB.
assessment rolls of precinct 19 of
Of course. I have read something Sandoval county.
if the wars between the Roman
If ever I have received any favors
Catholics and the Hugenots in France from anybody In this precinct they
In the sixteenth century and later were well paid for and if Hovey paid
and that at different times many of his bill to me that he owes about
the Hugenots fled from France to eleven years he may help me more
other countries to escape persecution honorably than by such a slanderous
but 1 was not aware that so many of article. It Is not necessary for me
them found their way to the far out to say anything about the character
ullds of this territory. I said "ao or reputation of O. P. Hovey, as he is
many of them." for the number must well known In the county of Bernahave been enormous to have killed lillo and Sandoval to have a very un"4,000 Apaches" unless they were easI give this consavory reputation.
ier killed at that time than they have temptible critter fair warning that If
been since the Americans came.
he does not let me alone, that I will
Archbishop Salpolnt Is now dead, expose some of his acts thatwill cause
in,
or I would write to him for the
h.m
hlnk j know nlore about hlnl
formation. I tiave traveled over the
thlnk8 j QO
he
gretu urmi cum it r- e
I would do so now but I have too
anly never met with a dozen French much respect for his wife's relatives.
Hugenots. to know them a such. In Why did Hivey not serve as probate
il) iny travels.
clerk of this county when he was appointed through the grace of his
MAODEN ANSWERS HOVEV
Was It cowardice
wife's relations?
or Incompetency, or were those who
CHOICE WORDS APPLIED OVER had him appointed afraid to trust
him? When I was elected Justice of
8CHOOL SQUABBLE AT
the peace of precinct 12 of Bernalillo
county and police Judge of the city of
Special Correspondence.
Albuquerque. I served the people with
Algodones, N. M., Dec. 2. To com- credit and honor and could Hovey
mence with, I beg leave to correct an have been trusted to do so?. Now, as
error which I made in my former let- to the people of this precinct. I can
ter. I was not aware that school had safely say that my reputation for
opened here until complaints com- honesty and Integrity ktands so high
menced to le made by the people of Pbove Hovey's with them that I do not
this district in regard to the teacher envv hlr
selected by the school directors. Much
I will not again answer this concredit is due Juan Pablo Gutierrez, temptible cur, hut If he bothers me
the best educauM runn on the board of anv more I will refer him to Judge
directors, for opposin? the selection of Abbott.
t). P. Hovey. This same Hovey has
JAME3 H. MADDEN.
the supreme impudence to call me a
liar, and makes a great parade about
LAS CRl'CES LACONICS
what I said in regard to Mr. Pedro
lobato not being eligible for the ofBATCH OF INTERESTING TOP
fice of school director. If he says or
ICS FROM THE MESILLA VAL
tli inks that the law does not require
ofLEY CITY.
that a man who is elected to the
fice of school director shall be able
Special
Hovey
Correspondence.
to read and write, then Mr.
Las Cruces, N. M., Dec. 2. As told
iwx. And when he says that I paid
In
The Citizen Friday, the Mitchell
ne school here he
nothing tew
INFORMATION

I

WANTED

(

-

ALGO-DONE-

of. the nervous woman.
The woman lip biter develops an
unvveii Month with color unduly red
nd Irregular.
also Induces wrinkles around the mouui as
age Increases.
A cure suggested 'or this diastrous
rfnd vulgar habit is nine hours' regular
sleep each day, regular meals and a
lessening to the minimum of the nerve
rackln habits of life.
Up-bitin- g

property occupied by the Exchange
saloon, under the management of D.
Milton Heade. has disappeared
from
the face of the earth and a new brick
building will take its place.
Mr. Reade huB hastily arranged a
frame room back of the old ruins and
will open tip the resort and continue
business. We all sympathize with
Mr. Reade.
The Boer colony about to ltn'ate
here through the efforts of the Brown
Realty company, represented by Gen
eral Bejoines, failed to agree to the
terms of the agents here. They had
agreed to take at once the Shalam col
ony.

Thanksgiving Day here was spent
quietly.
Land has gone up in the laat twenty-four
hours, due to recent messages
from Washington to the Water Users'
association here, regarding diversion
of water and Jhe Elephant Butte dam.
It Is rumored that Martin Lohnian
will at once begin the building of a
modern department store In the block
now occupied by his store.
Mrs. L. Clapp, well known here. Is
In the ctfy from Hatch, N. M., transacting business.
'Aside from direct messages from
Washington to the Water Users' association, concerning the dam, The
Citlnen furnished the first news here.
weather,
AVe are having very
particularly nights.
Considerable, building is now going
on In the New Mexico Townslte company's addition to Las Cruces.

POSTPONE CEREMONIES
OF REV. J. G. ROFUFF
CAUSES DELAY IN LAYING CORNERSTONE OF THE E8TANCI A
CHURCH.

ABSENCE

u.
Owing lo the fact that Kev.
Rouff. of the Eslanela Methodist
church, who was to officiate at the
laying of the corner stone of the new
church that is being erected In that
city by members of his congregation,
was unavoidably detained in Albuquerque, and unable to be present, the
ceremonies were postponed to some
date in the near future.
The corner stone Is on the Bite and
In place, and it Is expected that the
ceremonies connected with Its laying
will take place some time between the
3d and 8th of this month,, when Rev.
Dr. Morrison, presiding elder of the
English Methodist Episcopal Mission
work In New Mexico, will be In
and preside at the ceremony.
Frank Dibert, cashier of the Santa
Fe Central railway, who went to
Wednesday, to be present at
the laying of the corner stone, as did
a number of other residents, have
returned to the territorial capital. He
stated that as Hev. Rouff was absent,
he notified those present that the
ceremonies wiuld he postponed until
Dr. Morrisonarrived In Estancla.
Mr. Dibert says that quite a bit of
the foundation work has been completed, and that the work will bo
rushed forward as fast as the members of the congregation can fl id time
to work on tne structure.
.1.

Subscribe for The Evening Citizen

and get the news.

ONLY AN AMATEUR SHOPPER

TR BEST

by a certain chattel

v

'

IN SILVERWARE

Ouf stock of Sterling Silver and Plated Ware
Irommands the consideration of the critical
I buyer.
It s completeness in range nnd
variety,
newness in styles, fineness in
.
: ..
' . prices
iua4iiy iiuI laimcss in
enables one to choose w ith a
OUR NEW
degree of satisfaction not
ILLUSTRATED FALL ANP
k possible elsewhere tn
CATALOG N.. 1
WINTER
the Southwest
will be tm upon request. We r pay
all charge s, and ship goods on approval
vnth privilege of examination.
1

L

RPortt AW'ffEAf.,NS

old Hickory

WAGONS
if?
St.-

ooHorse Blankets and
Lap Robes

Kvery horse needs a blanket Ihis
weather, and we Invite an Inspection of our large line. A good,
lined, Burlap Blanket, iwth two
surcingles attached, for $1.50. Fin
wool street Blankets at $2.50 each.
Cor. First atreet and TIJeras road.

0

This shows how Judson felt when he stopped at the department
package of hairpins for her.

stoore at his wife's request

to

buy

a

When you are In need of fine liquors
and wines, call on Ernest Meyers &
Co., 116 West Silver avenue.
matic phone, 240.

Auto

PrfaU

111

neUri'

ClNCiM.TI.

C

1'

Puinlsu

by
VI

mi.

t n.it ami in.

OrniKUtft,

Koltl

r""

ipreit,
vt'titl,
3
.

r

l..'Ulr--

j

7.

tot

ALBUQUERQUE CARRIAGE CO.

WlE8S.Erin&$,Bs,
.

....

JOSEPH BARN KIT, Prop.

$20

SAMPLE AND
CLUB ROOMS

Arense

West RaJTroael

WE GRIND OUR OWN LENSES
For the reason that we can guarantee

all glasses prescribed by us.

Optical Co.
Bebber GOLD
AVE.
115

Member of Board of Optometry
Examiners.

;iO00C0000

MELINI & EAKIN,

Wholesale ;iq "c: and Char Dealers

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstoue and O. b'. C. Vmskiei. Moet ft
Chandon White Seal Champagne. St, Louis A. B. C. Bohemian and
and owners and distributor
Jos Schlltz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, our
Illustrated Catalogue and
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 South First
Street, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

ELKS THEATRE
DECEMBER
Kane, Shipman

&

Colvin

Present

ALBERTA GALLATIN
in- -.

and New York Comedy
Success,

The London

COUSIN

KATE"

XXICXXXXXXXXXXOJOCCXDCODCO
O. F. PLATT,

The real cleaner and dyer. Ladies'
fine
and gentlemen's
clothes a specialty. Portieres,
1411
etc.
lace curtains,
North
Fifth street. Old 'phone, Red,
26V2. Automatio 'phone, 679.

OOCOOCCOOCXXXlOOOOCOOOOClCM

Thos.

r.

Keleher

VARNISHES AND
BRUSHES.
Leather, Harness,
Saddles, Lap
Robes, Horse Blankets, Etc. Pal-- ,
metto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
stops leaks. Cash paid for Hides and
Pelts.
K9 WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE.
OILS.

RANKIN & CO.
LOANS

'

HENRY DAVIS.

Direct from the Hudson Theater, New
York.
$1

SALE FEED AND TRANSFER STABLES
Horses sad Mules bought and exchanged.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
Second street, between Railroad and
Copper avena.es.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE.

-- By
HUBeTRr

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
LIVERY,

PAINTS,

Prices during this engagement, 73o,
s
and $1.5i). Scats on sale at
on Wednesday, December C.

Automatic phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo BeHdlnj.
Movin

Drayin

Shippin'

Mai-son'-

FREIGHTS
have us once, you'll
again.
Prices right;
there ain't no gosglo'.
You

ELKS' THEATRE

call

TUESDAY,
DECEMBER

E

S&fU
&TLUM
Semi-music-

EVERY SONG A HIT.

Jules Murry's Comedy Company
Including

.MISS

ALICE JOHNSON

THE MARRIAGE OF

- - - KITTY - - With
J. WOLFE as
Reginald Balslze.

MR. HARRISON

PRICES

75c,

Sir

and 11.50.
Seats on sale at --Mat son's Saturday
December 2.
W

the Albuquerque

M.

The New York and London
Comedy Success of
the past Season.
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. MONDAY,

1

PEACH &

REAL ESTATE DEALERS
Automatic 'phone, 535. Office, 208i
West Cold Avenue.
"Citizen want ads get the business.
Try one.

Transfer Men

DRAGOIE

Dealers In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, and
all kinds of Fresh Meat
300 North Broadway, Corner of Washington Avenue. ALBUQUERUE.N. M
REPAIR SHOP.
Stoves repaired and set up; furnl
ture set up and crated for shipment.
Rear of Walton's drug store.
L. H. SHOEMAKER.
WHAT HAVE YOU TO TRADE
For property at Log Cerrlllos? Cost
1.25(; trading
f
p;ice,
of
cost. A snap, if you can use the
property. Don't be afraid to talk
with me. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
Broadway.
n -- 1
one-hal-

KILLthf
wo

couch

CURE the LUNGS

Dr. King's
New Discovery
WITH

Price

roRO

COclSt.OO
Free Trial.

Barest aud Uuickeot Cure lor all

THROAT

and LUNO

TROUB- -

N'
5
MONDAY,

ALBUQUERQUE

DECEMBER 4,. 1905.

It was shown tnat Longino and Davidson had been quarreling for- sevGCOBE-WERNICK- E
eral weeks over a, division fence between their, properties, and that both
had made ttm ats of klllina each other.
On the morning of the killing lxm- gino started for the homo of a neighbor living two miles this side of
A desk unit with a few or
Morlarty. to return a Winchester he
as many hook units an dclred.
had borrowed. When within one-hal- f
The only perfect combination
mile of Davidson's home he saw Dadesk and hook rase ever made.
vidson herding sheep, (letting off his
Particularly adapted to the rehorse and laying the Winchester on
quirements of teachers, physithe ground, he nyuoached Davidson
cians, attorneys, librarians and
for the purpose of administering
a
private secretaries. We have a
complete line on display. Noth- 2 thrashing to hinh lint seeing that Davidson had a prstol, thought better of
ing nicer for a Christmas pres
this and started for his horse, .lust
ent. Call and let us show yon
as he got on the horse with the gun
low pretty they are, or send
In his hand, he heard Davidson exfor catalogue,
"D iou, I'll fix you now."
claim:
J. D. EMMONS.
and before he could turn around re5
Cor, Cal Ave. and Second St.
ceived a bullet wound Jn the left side
Auto phone 474. Colo phone, 173.
of his head.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL FURNITURE. West end of viaduct.
He then tried to Are at Davidson,
but the gun was nut loaded, and be
fore hPcimld load had received an
other bullet wound in the left arm.
Hastily loading his Winchester hi Da
vidson continued to shoot, he fired at
the .latter, tne ball passing through
Davldson s right breast, killing him
Instaatly.
When Davidson s bony was found a
new Colt's
revolver, with
all chambers empty and showing signs
j. k. rarweii, wno rccentv re tension will run from SUiOiee. Texas, of having been recently fired, was
signed as chief engineer of the Albu direct to New Orleans, and a con- found in his hand.
Longino's plea was
querque Eastern, left last night for necting link In this extension may be
and after hearing the testimony the
Mexico, accompanied by Mrs.
obtained through the purchase of
Mr. Farwell has secured a
short line In Louisiana. Hy s? luring Justice of the peace bound him over
with a new road lralldlna near an entrance to New Orleans,
d the to await the action of the grand jury.
Guadalajara.
completion of the cut-of- f
that will con- in the sum of $1,500 at the next term
the
district court of Torrance
nect the Gulf division in Texas with of
Two new locomotives for the Santa its transcontinental Una In Vu
county.
Ve railroad passed through the city ico.
rti.' Judge Laug'nlln expressed the opln
the Santa F will Wnmo
last evening en route to the west end rect competitor, with the Southern Pa- 'Ilat Ms ,'"ent "hoiild have ,,een
for duty. One was No. 1253, and a cifle for business between the two discharged at the preliminary hearing. and expresses no doubt of the
niotistrus Pacific lype balanced com- oceans.
pound, and the other, No. 16S', an Imnext trial other than acquittal.
proved decapod.
The almve confirms what The Citizen has always contended, and that!
Notice to Contractors.
The Santa Fe railroad Is installing is that the Belen cut-of- f
Bids will be received by the SouthIs being con- a 125.000 electric light plant at Shaw- structed principally to Relieve the con- western Brewery and Ice Co. at the
nee. Okla.. for lighting ihe round house gested traffic on the Gulf line, and to office of J. L. La Diiere, to be openbuilding and forty miles of yards. The put the Santa Fe directly in touch' ed at the office of tho company, at
round house Is being fitted up wlti with both oceans and .Tie Gulf of 10 o'clock on Tuesday, the Blh day of
new machinery worth lioo.fiiw, and Mexico. Instead of sending through December, for the construction of an
engines have been freight all over Kansas and New Mex- office building and buildings in addififteen new
added to this division.
ico and thence down to the Gulf, for tion to the brewery plant. The plans
steamer transportation, freight from and specifications for such buildings
It. has been reported
In Chicago the west
and vice versa, will go via can be seen and Inspected at the ofthat the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. east or west
from Texico, thus avoid fice of J. L. LA Diiere,. avghitect in
City
buying
SouthIs
Paul
the Kansas
ing the mountain hauls and saving charge of same.
ern In order to furnish itself with an many
The successful bidder will be remiles of travel. As previously
outlet to the Gulf of Mexico. The C.
quired to furnish sufficient bond
M. & St. P. has its own lines to Kan- stated in these columns, on authority guaranteeing
prominent officials, the main line
faithful performance of
sas City and should without difficulty of
will be used for all through passenger the contract.
The company reserves
City
make connection with the Kansas
right to accept or reject any or
trains,
including
limited,
the
the
and
for
Southern.
many through freight trains.
all bids.
E. It. Zimmerman, formerly night
COMING EVENTS
WILL
ticket clerk at the local station, left
last night for an extended trip which
BE
LONGINO'S
PLFA
will take in important cities in ColDecember 5 "Marriage of Kitty."
orado, Kansas and Missouri. Mr. ZimDecember 7 "Two Merry Tramps,
merman left' the railroad business to HIS PRELIMINARY HEARING AT
Iecember 8 "Cousin Kate."
engage in the mercantile business,
ESTANCIA
SOME NEW FACTS
December 14 Concert, given by the
which he t)rfnks offers a better scope
ABOUT THE KILLING OF DAVID Lyric Male quartet, under the auspices
for wealth and fame than the railroad
SON.
of the Socialist local.
business.
December 16 "Mahara Minstrels.1
.
Judge N. B. Laughlin has returned
December 25 "Hooligan in New
to Santa Fe from Estancia, where he York."
Suea for Loss of an Eye.
Suit for $25,000 damages was Sled has been for several days as counsel
December 27 "Hans Hanson."
In the district court at El Paso against for Lee Longino, charged with
the
the El Paso & Southwestern Railway murder of E. A. Davidson, who was
A Fearful Fate.
company by W. I). Foth. Th plaintiff shot and killed In a quarrel with LonIt is a fearful fate to have to enalleges that on he 26th day of last gino near Morlarty, several days ago. dure the terrible
torture of plies. "I
i nere are several phases
August, wnne in me employ or me
of the can truthfully say," writes Henry
defendant company in the capacity of case which make it of unusual inter Colson. of Masonville, Iowa, "that for
a fireman, be lost an eye .through the est. The defendant. Lee Longino, is Blind, Bleeding, Itching and Protrudexplosion of a water glass on the en- a relative of the governor of Louislauu ing Hies. Bucklln'g Arnica
Salve is
ana nas a very wealthy father, to the best cure
gine.
made. . Also best for
gether with a wife, who is a gradu- cuts, burns
'
ate of an eastern seminary, but has druggists. , and Injuries; 25c at all
Suit for Heavy Damages.
A jury was empanelled on Friday always had a roving disposition, refusmorning In Judge Goggln's court, El ing to stay with the family in Texas.
A fine piaca to wans
away the
Paso, to try the case of Charles H.
He came to New Mexico
shortly
Binkley, against the G. H. & S. A. after his marriage and has leen liv- hours at the pool hall, "No. 115 West
Railway company. Binkley is suing ing around the different mining camps Railroad avenue.
u
for $40,000 dantages for injuries re- in that part of the ierriry. until reThe Season of Indigestion.
ceived by being brushed from the top cently, when he moved to Morlarty,
season of Indigestion Is upon
of a car at the smelter by an over- where he was living with his wife in us.TheKodol
Cure for, Indihanging water pipe.
a dugout In the edge of town; at the gestion and Dyspepsia
Dyspepsia will do everytime of the killing.
thing
for the stomach that an overSutieri'itendent B. J. Gibson. TrainAccording to the
brought loaded or
stomach canmaster Kinucan, Chief Dispatcher J. out at the preliminary evidence
Lon-- t not do
hearing
of
for Itself.
digests what
1). McCully of the Santa Fe at Wins-low- , gino
before Justice of the Peace Wil- you eat gives theKodol
stomach a res- tand Conductor W. B. Plumb, of liam Gregg, of the seventh precinct,
Williams, and Engineer O. I,. Kendall which occupied two days and nights. relieves sour Stomach, helehlnir hoV J
burn, indigestion, etc.
of the Grand Canyon branch of the
Santa Fe, constituted a popular bevy
of railroad men who were In the city
on Saturday to take the thirty-secondegree of tlu1 Ancient and Accepted
prder of Masonry. They returned' west
Saturday night. After the lodge work.l
the class, nine In number, seated
themselves around a large table at.
H. O'Rielly & Co. Speak Emphatically
the Alvarado and partook of a ban
on Need of Requet. Cony T. Brown, who adminisdegree to the
tered the thirty-seconliable
Treatment, for Stomach Troubles.
class, also returned to his home at Socorro Saturday night.
J
f. le hmlr- .says J' '"''teflon
or
Origin of Railway Whistles.
stomach
w
troubles
' y to;. Albuquerque's lead- - should proeure this best
years ago, ing "Ka-'Locomotives seventy-fivof
druggists,
"Is
for
treata
reliable
and see how quickly it gives rXf
had no whistles. The engineer kept ment of atomach
troubles that is and heulth "
by his side a tin horn, which he blew practical
i
and
to
convenient
use."
if you have a feeling of heaviness
when approaching curves and dangerThere are many
cures," after eating. ar
ous crossings. But the noise was
with
"bUt
18 ,n
"f K"". ar ne?Zs. easily iri.
feeble.
exception
hf
tated, dizzy, cannot sleep well
In 18153 an Buslish farmer's cart
or
.
.
was run down on the way to market tical. This
une h
or oacxache go to
JO
.j lu uf,,j. h. O'Hle v Co. for a 50 cent lioV
and 2,000 eggs. 100 pounds of butter, neing in tablet.....vuj
form, and the fact of
.Ask them to give you
two horses and a man were luinbed In that we guarantee
to
cure,
it
or will their guarantee so that the medicine
one great omelet on the rails.
money,
refund
the
shows
we
what
will cost you nothing unless it reThe railrcad had to pay the damages The president of the road sent think of its value. Everyone who has stores health.
for George Stevenson and said to him
angrily:
"Our engineers can't blow their
horns loud enough to clear the tracks
ahead. You have made your steam do
so much why don't you make it blow
a good, loud horn for is?"
Stevenson pondered. An Idea came
to him.
He visited a musical" Instrua
ment maker and had constructed
bom that gave a horrible screech when
blown by steam.
From this horn 'he locomotive whistle of today descends. Minneapolis
Journal.
-

ELASTIC

Book Cases

EVENING CITIZEN
The
months
hard on

H0STjS

and Desk Combined

i

Inter
a rn

up

Build

and Salt Meats.
Steam Sausage Factory.
EMIS KLEINWORT,
It
Masonic Building, North Third Street

i

Colds,
J Chills,
or Pneumonia.

Fitters

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

W. Railroad Avenue.

PIONKKH BAKERY

I in

Staple and Fancy
Groceries
HUlsboro Creamery

Butter

Best on

Earth.

' 214

'''"'MbIsbWPJ
FOUND AT LAST

Woolens laundered without shrinking. We have added to our already well equipped laundery a machine wfth which we can handle
woolens without shrinking. When we are through with them they
are just like new. if other laundries shrink them, bring them to
ui
and we will straighten them out for you.

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY

Free Delirery.
South Second 8treet.

HAT, GRAIN AND FEED
Wholesale end Retail
HIDES. PELTS AND WOOL
J. B. MacMANUS, Mgr.
602 South First Street Both Phones

A.

IT.

'

We are prepared to furnish, on short notice, all Borts of
HIGH

WALKER,
rittm

INSURANCE.

San Francisco, Dec. 4.
Miss Anna
yard.
Strunsky. collaborator with Jack Lon
don in the "Kempton WTace Letters
A ORADI
and a noted socialist writer and speaker, has been asked to report to the Dealers In Groceries, PrOTislons, Hey,
"American Syndicate"
Grain and Fuel.
at Geneva,
Switzerland, headquarters for Russian Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquors
end Cigars. Place your orders (or
revolutionist
propaganda, and will
leave for Europe, shortly, In resiionae
this line with us.
to me can.
NORTH THIRD STREET.
tieneva is tho place from which
Father Gapou and other noted exiles"
.
REDUCED PRICES
trom Russia, have carried on their
On Dental Work.
Plates, $8.00:
work, and rrom which most of the
Gold Crowns, $6.00; Fillings, $1.00
revolutionist literature Is issued. Miss
Strunsky has devoted much of her up. Teeth extracted without pain,
time recently to the emancipation of 50c. All guaranteed.
the Hebrew race in Russia, and hopes
to work to better advantage from her
new post, which, H is understood, will
De quite an Important one.

Ton

7

Liquors, wines and cordials the
nnest line in the city. All goods deliv
ered tree. Ernest Meyers A Co, 11$
nest stiver avenue.

B. F.
Room

COPP.D. D. S.

17, N. T. Arm! Jo Building.

XXXXXXXXXTXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
LONDON
CLUB LIVERY ANO

THE FINEST

The

I

That must go quick.
Large, well located store
ing

SCREEN DOORS
Both Phones

307 Wist
Bith 'Phones.

For sale at a bargain.

1

to

&

W. Gold

O0OOi
0C00K
Unredeemed Diamonds

CrrlHo

118

Railroad Arenas,
Oiv or Mglt

THE

special machinery
FOR ALL KINDS OF
G. E.

American Block

a.

ORK.

W

G. B. WILLIAMS

GUSTAFSON, Proprietor.

A, SLEYSTER

REAL ESTAT- EPUBLIC.
Room 5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Automatic Telephone, 174.
For Cracked Hands.
KoiiKh Hkin and cracked bands are
not only cured by Do Witt's Hazel
Salve, but an occasional application
will keep the skin Hoft and smooth.
Bctit for Eczema, CutH, Hums, Bolls,
Ltc. The genuine DeWitts Witch
Haii'l Salve affords Immediate relief
In all rornis of Blind. Bleeding. Itching and Protruding I'ili-ii- .
Sold by all
druggists

Ton
WOOD

KINDLING

W.H.Hahn&Co

Mi-o--

BOTH '0HONEB
OCOOCOOC0300COOOOOOOOOOO

PLUMBING

CO.

The Williams Drug Co.
and P. W. SCHMALM AACK, Proprietors.

Prescriptions Always
Compounded by a
Member of the Firm

NOTARY

MILL

STANDARD HEATING

AND

South of Viaduct, on First Street

Ave.

$5. SO Per

M

New Planing Mill

Co.

-

COKE

ROSENFIELO, The Pawnbroker.
The Man You Can Trust
Railroad avenue, next door to the St. Elmo, Albuquerque, N.
Railroad tickets bought and sold transactions guaranteed.

LIKE A MAGNET.
The fact that we charge less and
work than most plumbers do
It more promptly,
too attracts and
holds customers. What we are after
now is your custom.
Get to know
ug and the way we do things,
and:
we'll have It
MHiMa

INSURANCE,

e

go

BELOW THE WHOLESALE PRICE. SHOULD
YOUR JEWELER OFFER TO SELL YOU A
DIAMOND EVEN
AT COST.
IT WOULD
still pay you to buy it from us, as we are In s position to sell diamonds that have been pawned to us at 20 per cent less than retail
Jewelers buy at wholesale.

GO TO THE

COOCXXXXXXXXDCXDCOOOOOCOCXD

d

Third and Marquette

THE FUEHR UNDERTAKING QO.
build-

0

General Bcilding Supplies

xzxxzxzxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

over-worke- d

DENVER, COLORADO

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.

C. GRANNI3, Prop.
Auto Phone, 311. Colo., 300 Red.
Day and Night Hack.
Albuquerque,
New
Mexico.

SNAP IN A HOUSE OR TWO

PRACTICALREMEDY

Seventeenth Street.

r

alfalfa.

BOILERS

Bolthoff Mfg. and Supply Co.

&

lib

In the valley for sale or trade-focity property; 25 acres in

Porterfield

Hendrie

1621-163- 9

FEED BTABLKB

Corner Second and Marquette.

II

PRESSUSE

Internally Fired Marine Type Boilers.
Cahair Water Tube Safety, and Return Tubular Boilers. Send ue your
Specifications for Quotations.

Secretary Mutual Building
Office at .1. c. Baldrldge'a

A

ftReBdACgPSs"

CO

B OIL B RS

CLAHKVILLK fHOOUCK CO

RAN

CO., INC.

8c

Orders Solicited.

-

r

GROSS, KELLY

PRATT & COly II

Cm

las. Heekln & Co.'s Coffees.'
hoden's Granite Flour.

E

wh'X'

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

SI MOM

F.

v.

i

:

Hole agents for Casino Canned Goods

n

d

Wholesale Grocers-

Cigar.

BALLING. Proprietor.
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
ABROAD BY SOCIALISTS WEDDING CAKES A SPECIALTY
We desire patronage and we guarAnna Strunsky, Novelist and Lecturer, antee first class baking.
207 S. First Street.
Albuquerque.
to Join Revolutionist Colony at
Geneva.
Established la 1882

l.

SELF-DEFENS-

Lily

RICHARDS-CIG- ARS

113

FAMOUS WOMAN CALLED

5oooocoooooo' ooooooooooooocS

125-to-

JOE

Dyspepsia.
Indigestion,
Costivenest,
A Female Ills.

RAILROAD TOPICS
Far-wel-

Smoke the White

cures

Also

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

the '

:oooooooooooooco

.

Meat Market

by All Kinds
of Fresh

i4C.vTS' Bitters.
prevents

Bmmu

seven.

THIRD STREET

sick- -

people.

y

1

w

?AGE
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WEST RAILROAD

AVENUE,

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

IN.
M.

Citizen Want Ads Bring The Best Results

i

n

i

I

The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico

THE

DENVLR

&

Located on the Belen

RIO

GRANDE TRAIN DITCHED

Belen." is 31 miles

LAST SATURDAY
AT NOON AT
BARRANCA
ENGINEER LEWIS

SLIGHTLY INJURED.
(leome Lewis, an erminer u the
I)tnv.i- - M. tfi.t
rniVo.iH
un!
slightly injured ;u noon Saturday.
when tie engine of which he had
charge went Into the ditch about
eight mileH from Barranca, taking the'
I
coaches with it.
A iuiuiUt
on 'he
of
train were uninjured. This was proli-- '
aiiiy due to tn presence of ninut of
K. K. Koos,
an official of the road.'
When the shock of the engine leaving
"lit iracK was reit in the passenger
coach on the rear of t'.ie train, Mr.
Itoos. seized the air valve and set the
brakes. His prompt work, however,
did not prevent the forward wheels of
Hi
four ) r com leaving tho r u l,nr
the car stopped before the rear trucks!
liai Iff l the track.

...

SANTA FE TO EXTEND GULF
. LINE TO NEW ORLEANS
A
dispatch from Austin, Texas.'

says:

The report that the Santa Ke
ill f .division to New,
will extend Its
Orleans was continued today by a ..ih
ofliclal of that road. The proposed ex--

Cui-o- ff

of The Atchison, Topeka

Santa Fe Railway

&

south of Albuquerque, N. M at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe system-lead- ing
east and west from Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

The Bden Town and Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite
Inl'lTlir'chtr
taurants.
ALL

feetl !al1 Ut With ,,roM 80 and 70foot
reeU. with alleys 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and ,rand old ah-- dtrees; pubUe school house, coat-i- ,
population of 1.500 inhabitants;. larKest mercantile e.tabllabn.ent. in Xtw Mexico; the Belen Patent RoHer mill, capacity. 150 barrels dully;
winery; three hotel,
I. the largest shipping point for wool, flour, wheat, wine, bean, and hay In Central New Mexico. Its Important
. a great commercial railroad city in. he near law
future cannot be estimated!

IT. p8id"'",e.,01,8,18ii'e

Chur,8'

25X142

FAST LIMITED

EXPRESS. MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE WILL CO OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST AND WEST. NORTH
AND SOUTH.
..
.
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.
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bakery, tailor simp, shoe bouse, Jeweler, plumbing shop B'anin g mill,
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OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS o'n EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY DEEDS.
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO
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The Belen Town and Improvement Comoanx
resident
WM. M rprorp
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Shoos Bnd Slippers ninlo the most welcome Christmas presents.
make inoro than up in sense what ttiey may lack in sentiment. And after all, the gift that ran be put to practical use lathe
We have( the right kind of
one that is most highly appreciated.
footwear and make the lowest prices. We want to get your trade,
and we want to hold It.
Men'a Shoes, for Drew or Work,
$1.65 to $4.00
Men'a Slipper, Leather or Felt,
75o to $2.50

i

'
I

Bibo,

Women's Shoes, Light or Heavy,
$1.50 to $4.00
Women' Slippers, Leather or Pelt,
60c to $2.75
Children's Shoes and Slippers,
85c to $2.50

,
,
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Thanksgiving!
Remsmbsr

It's rapidly approaching, and remember also that our store affords
the best facilities for the selection of
the beat groceries and table delicacies. Everything
that tends to
make your Thanksgiving
dinner a
source of gaatronomlo delight, will be
found in our stock, which las been
provided for the
most carefully
Thanksgiving season.

r. r.

TROTTER
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Sash, Doors,
Glass,

Cement and Rex Flintkote
Roofing. Mail Orders Promptly Filled.
.

.

LUMBER

ALBUQUERQUE

First and Marquette,

.

-

-

CO.

Albuquerque, N. M.

'O00000000 IOOtCr'so
DIAMONDS!

A

UNREDEEMED PLEDGES

Bor-radao-

AT LOW PRICES

HENRY YANOW, the Pawn Broker

BOOKS- -

Up to date Picture

AVENUE.

STATIONERY.

Framing

Newcomer Book and Art Store
NEXT DOOR TO POSTOFFICE.

This Store Will Lengthen Your Christmas Purse
A

BEAUTIFUL LINE OF DOLL

CARRIAGES
GOOD3 GALORE.

BEST

IN

CIGARS.

TALKING

MACHINES.

COLUMBIA

AND

HOLIDAY

GRAPH APHONES

nd 8UPP"e

I

CANDY,

DIAMONDS

When oonght right are a good Investment Our prices are right We lnriu
yuu to call and examine the beantl ul diamond good
we are offering; also

WATCHES,

JEWELRY,

SILVERWARE,

Mall orders receive special attention.

RAILROAD

AVHNTTB.

EVERITT

business in the city.
Deputy United States Marshal Fred
Fornoff, who bas been In Las Vegas
on business, returned home.
Mrs. W. H. Hahn and mother, Mrs.
Smith, who were at Santa Fe on a
visit to Mr. and Mrs. F. K. Nudlng,
have returned to the city.
O. A. Kaseman, chief deputy United
States marshal, hag returned from Las
Vegas, where he attended United
States district court.
Regular meeting of Tlamo Hive No.
1, U O. T. M., at Odd Fellows' "nail
Tuesday afternoon, December C, at
2:30 sharp. Election of officers.
The ladles of the Iowa club are requested to meet with Mrs. 8. E. Newcomer, 205 North Walter street, on
Thursday afternoon, at 2:30 o'clock.
Mrs. Maxlmllllan Frost, wife of Editor Frost, of the Santa Fe New Mexican, is in the city, the guest of Mrs.
Nelll B. Field, of West TIJeras avw
nue.
At the home on Tljeras avenue yesterday, the infant daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. B. Apodaca, passed away. The
body was laid to rest In the family
lot at Santa Fe.
Will Goodwin was removed to St.
yesterday for
Joseph's
sanitarium
treatment. Mr. Goodwin is the saw
flier at the factory of the American
Lumber company.
Hon. Solomon Luna departed last
evening for a month's business trip
He
to New York and Washington.
was accompanied to the east by H. O.
Hursum of Santa Fe.
L. H. Dye, of 109 North Arno street,
was Joined last night by his aon, Ross
Dye, who arrived from Marietta, Ohio.
Father and boii have not seen each
other for nineteen years. .
J. G. Warren, who looks after the
Interests of the Victorlo Land and Cattle company at Engle, returned home
Saturday night, after coming this far
with a shipment of cattle.
A. L. Rolib, conductor on the Santa
Fe Central, left Saturday afternoon
for Teconu, Texas, where ho goes to
mother, who
attend the funeral
died in that city Friday night. .
Invitations are out for a ball to be
e
given ly Colonel and Mrs. John
and Mr. and Mrs. Jacob
Yrisarrl at the Elks' opera house, on
December 14. More than 200 Invita
tions have been Issued.
George Wylle, baker at the Alva-rado- ,
painfully cut one of his eye lids
yeRterday. He had the misfortune to
fall against a chair In his darkened
t
room. The
will not be Impaired by the- accident.
An excellent program bad been arranged for the annual meeting of the
ladles of the Woman's Home Mission
ary society of the Christian church,
which will be held tomorrow evening
in the Woman s club room.
Delegate W. H. Andrews writes that
lie will endeavor to visit New Mexico
for a few days during tbe holiday re
cess. He has been in the national
capital for several weeks attending to
the duties of his office.
ueorge Sutherland bad his ear
nearly torn off yesterday by catching
it In the bread kneading machine at
the Pioneer bakery where he Is em
ployed. A surgeon found It necessary
to take several stitches to close the
wound.
Mrs. Elmer Cox left last night for
her home at Denver,' after a pleasant
visit In the city with Mrs. O. E. WJ1
son, of 718 Kent avenue, Mrs. Cox Is
the wife of the chief operator for the
Western Union Telegraph company at
Denver.
John Lee and Howard Clark, of the
Benham Indian Trading company, are
enjoying a visit from their mother,
Mrs. Whltefleld, of Boston, who ar
rived last night. Mrs. Whltefleld expects to remain In' New Mexico during the entire winter.
Editor J. H. McCutcheon, ot the Industrial
Advertiser,
left Saturday
night for Santa Rosalia, Mexico, where
he will recuperate a few weeks from
nervousness.
The Santa Rosalia
springs are the most famous springs'
of the slater republic.
Invitations will shortly be issued by
the local Aerie, Fraternal Order of
Eagles, to a ladies' social session to
of-hi-

I have a, large stock of diamonds, big and little, and some of the
tnoBt beautiful gems ever brought to this country, that I am going to
sell before the new year, and I will sell them cheap rather than ship
them to an eastern wholesale market.
114 WEST RAILROAD

transacting
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Kos. US and 120, South Second St.
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We have a new

AUmt your own purchasing

S'ields,

hobo question Ht Isleta 111 getting to
be a bard one to cnick and Special
Officer M.iinz has his hands full trying
to sulidue these undesirable characters. Last niKht, says Mr. Fields, the
ho!xs stole the gum slot machine out
of the Isletn depot and took It away
from th iintidlng. when they cracked
It and 1'ooli from it the pennies, y ..
Attorney R. 'L. Haca returned-fSanta Fe this .'morning, .after having
spent several days In the city ou business. Mr. Baca,- one of the modt
ardent suppoiiiTs of Joint statehood
In Santa Fe county, says that theantls
are rapidly growing Into the minority
In Santa Fe.
The city council bas
come out for Jointure, and Mr. Bnca
said that h believed that. the Saita
Fe New Mexican would be advocating
Joint statehood before the new year.
pubA few days ago
lished that Albert Reagan, not William Reagan, had lost a certificate of
deposit calling for $.100. Mr. Reagan
who Is an old timer of the city, stated
this morning that he has great faith
In using the columns of an afternoon
paper, when quick results are desired.
He found the certificate In a cast-ovest pocket. In the pocket of which
was a copy of The Citizen containing
the lost notice.
W. H. Collister and Miss Minnie
Chapman. (both of this city, were married at the court house this morning
by Justice of the Peace Chaves, of
old Albuquerque. The groom Is second teamster of the c!ty Are depart-mdenanil the bride Is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. H. Chapman, well to
do people of Blue Water, N. M. Mr.
and Mrs. Collister will be at home to
their friends at OiiS South Third Btreet.
While at work on the motor which
operates the elevator In the Barnett
building Sunday afternoon. Roger Gat-lian apprentice electrician, had the
nail torn from his right thumb as a
result of the cumbersome machine
slipping from the blocks which supported it and catching Gatlin's digit
In Its descent.
Pablo Ofiego, who works for the
Santa Fe railroad company at the coal
chutes, fell from the top of his place
of employment to the ground, a distance of eighteen feet. He was knocked unconscious, received several painful bruises and sustained two frao
tured ribs. The man was removed to
his home on South First street.
Mr, and Mrs. Harvey Wynkoop left
last nlgh.f for Salina, Kan., where they
will be the guests of Mr. Wynkoop's
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At this season of the game, when one of the foremost thoughts of everybody's brain is the purchasing of
things for other's wouldn't It be well to remember that
charity begins at home.
A hint should be sufficient.
The newest In
Are you wearing last year's clothes?
everything here. , Stilts at $10 to $30.
Overcoats
$10 to $27.50.

SIMON STERN
THE RAILROAD

tl u

AVENUE CLOTHIER.
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of your owt.

Suit or
Overcoat

The-Citize-

PRICE

PAID FOR

OLD CLOTHING.

Langer,
FIRST STREET.
Corner of Sliver Avenue.
OOOCXXXXXXOOCXXXXXXX0
M.

303

Signet Rings

SOOTH

Hawley on the corner, has secured
the services of a first-clas- s
amateur
finisher and Is now ready to do your
First-clas- s
kodak finishing.
work
guaranteed.

nrirff YittTitirTrt

Are always acceptable presents for either ladies or gentlemen. We
engrave them free of charge, and we assure you they will please.
Call and see wlat we have to offer you.

NEW
LINE OF PICTURE
MOULDINGS. HAVE YOUR PIC- -

TURES FRAMED BEFORE THEY
HOLIDAY RU8H. C. A. HUD- SON, NO. 118 NORTH SECOND
STREET.
9 . .t

MAYNARD,

utt mtimt
SOUVENIR

EVERY

119

The Jeweler

SOUTH SECOND STREET.

0

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

DAYS

LADY MAKING
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PLUMBING

STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING

We can furnish you the Christmas
well as tbe most practical gifts to fill them with. A pair
of dainty, up to date shoes and slippers or a box of Black Cat hose,-wil- l
give more satisfaction to both giver
and receiver,
than anything else.
When out shopping pay us a visit and
you will find suitable presents for the
whole family and. for all your friends.
C. May's shoe store, 314 West Railroad avenue.

Call and Examine the Beautiful Goods
Displayed in Our Sample Rooms

stocking, as

WHOLESALE 'AND RETAIL HARDWARE
Farm Implements, Pumps, Pipe and Fittings, Hose,
Belting, Packing, Engines, Boilers, Steam Pumps,
Harness, Saddles, Leather, Ranch Supplies. V.1te far Prices

Cut

Flowers

LARGEST STOCK IN THE SOUTH WEST
!

We're sure to have just, what
you want, and we'll deliver them
promptly. Phone us.

IVES,

e

WHITNEY COMPANY

LORI8T

U3 - 115 - U7 South Fint Strut

319 WEST SANTA FE AVENUE.

Auto Phone,

J

401-4- 03

North First Street

118.

E3o

clTTo

CHAS. F. MYERS.

TPCLD'IP

O0.

rS

Proprietors

WM. M'INTOSH.

HARDWARE

WHOLESALE

0

RRTAJL.

We Carry "The Best" Heaters and Ranges
CALL AND SEE OUR FINE LINE. WE WILLSAVE YOU MONEY.
COLE'S "HOT BLAST," "TUBULAR" HOT DRAFT, MOUNTAIN OAK
AND GREAT WESTERN HEATERS. RADIANT HOME, AMERICAN GEM AND PERFECT
HOME BASE BURNERS. 8UPERIOR QUICK
MEAL, JOHN VAN AND PACIFIC STEEL RANGES.
GALVANIZED AND JAPANED COAL HODS, FIRE SHOVELS, POKERS, ETC.

SHEET IRON HKATER3.

COI.E'3 HOT BLAST.

$3.50 per pair.

'i

WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED A NEW STOCK

for a button, 50c for a rip in waist band, $1.00 for a rip in the seat or
a new pair.
10c

TR
119
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AND AMMUNITION.

OF

BREAD

THE

MAKERS,

FAMOUS

RIFLES, SHOTGUNS

WE INVITE THE TRADE TO INSPECT THEM.

WE CARRYTHE MOST COMPLETE STOCK

R

E. L. WASHBURN CO.
West Gold Ave.
122 South Second St.

0
5

CENT

line of these celebrated trousers at $1.75, $2.50, $3.00 and

OUR GUARANTEE

M.

PURCHASE AT
LADIES TAILORING.
RUPPE'S PHARMACY WEDNESDAY
ALBUQUERQUE
DANCING
Is1
AND THURSDAY, OF THIS WEEK,
Madam Gross, of New York city
ACADEMY.
WILL BE PRESENTED WITH A now ready to receive customers. Call,
Open Saturday nights at Col-- I
BEAUTIFUL 80UVENIR TRAY AND and imagine you are calling at
ombo hall. Instructions from 8
CALENDAR.
In New York city. You will
to 9 o'clock. Social dancing
receive work equal to theirs. One
from 9 to 12 o'clock.
trial will convince the most fastidious
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
1
1
1
lady that Madam Gross understands
her business. Railroad avenue, over
If in need of fine liquors tor family
WANTED Position by German lady B. Ufeld's. Room
26.
and medicinal purposes, call on Er
as chambermaid In first-clahotel
parents;'-Befornest Meyers & Co., 116 West Silver
nhetr return to New 'or rooming house. Apply at 202
Spend your leisure time at the pool avenue.
Mexico, Mr. Wynkoop expects to soSouth Edith street
hall at No. 115 West Railroad avejourn a while at Hot Springs, Ark.,
A fur boa, lost on the road to nue.
LAND MATTERS.
where he hopes to rid himself of LOST
Camp Birnie. Leave at this office
H. W. S. Otero,
rheumatism, which confined bim to
and receive reward.
Hawley .on the corner, opposite the
i
United States Court Commissioner.
the local hospital several weeks.
ponomce, ooes kodak finishing, First - 703 West Silvt avenue. Will attend
Hon, and .Mrs. J. W. Raynolds and! Subscribe for Tbe Citizen
class work guaranteed.
'to matters before the land office.
three soni, who were back In the east
on ousmess ana pleasure, nave re
turned to Santa Fe. Mr. Raynolds
Is a candidate for reappointment as
secretary of New Mexico and was at
Washington looking after bis Inter.
ests.' ,s
. FN Raymond Dyas, a young newspaper reporter from Kansas City, who
worked a few weeks on the New Mexican, is lu the city, doming in from
Xhe territorial Capital last night.
Hon. W..H. H. Llewellyn, the United
States attorney for New Mexico, has
gone to Washington. He has wheeled
into line and now favors joint statehood for New Mexico and Arizona.

-

D trfcefaess Ttfotsess

evening of Tuesday,

llio Isleta manager of
the Holmes Supply company, is lu the
city today on business, He sa"yi the
W.

Fair tonight and Tuesday.
W. K. Draper, of Jerome. Ariz., tit
visiting in the city.
The board of ediirarion will meet In
regular, nefmlon this evening.
attorney,
Is
Summers Riukhart.
spending the day In Bernalillo.
J. V. Converse of Silver City, U a
business visitor In the metropolis.
Horn, to Mr. and Mrs. W. IT. Taylor of West Railroad avenue, a liaby
girl.
W. E. Krost, of Kingman, Ariz., is
attending to business matters in Albuquerque.
,
E. A. Clemens,- - of Magdalena, a
prominent ranchman, Is In the city
on business.
at.
Simon llibo, general merchant

Tlipy

"3

vited.

WEATHER INDICATIONS.

Advance Guard of
Christmas Gifts

the

AinuciiiTiju5 niemners
of the order and their ladles, together
with
vldilnn members, will, bo In-

PERSONAL

T

held
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FAGI EIGH.
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CHOPPERS,

OF FOOD

MAKERS.

STUDEBAKER WAGONS AND BUGGIES.
A SPEC ALTY.

MACHINISTS' TOOLS

No. 215

West Railroad Avenue

Albuquerque, New Mexico

